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C b s c i u c c.
One nation alone of the barbarians in the fifth 
century embraced the doctrine of Rome, name­
ly, the rising German confederation, called 
Franks; all others were pagans or Arians.— 
In these times, national bonds hardly existed; 
but sectarian agreement stood in the place of 
patriotic union. Accordingly Clovis, the 
Frank, gained great military advantage from 
his new profession, and was named the eldest 
son of the church. From this time forward, 
the Frankish monarchs stood forth as the great 
patrons of Romish Christianity. Charles Mar­
tel, in the tremendous battle near Tours, saved 
all Europe from the Mohammedan yoke ; Pe­
pin, his son, and Charlemagne, the son ofl’e- 
pin, first bestowed on the Pope a temporal 
sovereignty in Italy.
But the Carlovingian line presently lost its 
energy, and its power passed over to the Ger­
mans. In the tenth century, Otho the Great 
invaded Italy, occupied Rome, deposed the 
Pope, and took into his own hands the nom­
ination to the pontifical office. This did but 
crown all that had been previously habitual 
to the German princes, who in each newlv- 
conquered province appointed bishops instead 
of barons or dukes, merely as a more efficient 
means of governing and civilizing them. Va­
rious minor efforts were made by the papacy, 
to escape this bondage ; but the energy of the 
German emperors unflinchingly upheld that 
essential prerogative of their crown, the right 
of ecclesiastical appointments. At length, 
the minority of Henry IV. offered a tempt­
ing opportunity to the daring and haitghty 
Pope, Gregory VII. the celebrated Hildebrand. 
He commenced the much-famed struggle for 
investitures, which convulsed the whole em­
pire, and indeed all Christendom. His strength 
lay with the aristocracy of Germany, whose 
pretentions he in part favored, yet it was not 
for him to achieve the triumph he sought.— 
Many years of blood were needed ere’the 
Popes finally effected their emancipation, and 
established the principle that the clergy of the 
West must look to the supposed successor of 
St. Peter as their earthly head. In the begin­
ning of the twelfth century, the monarchs 
were enfeebled, and the Pope at the height of 
power over the whole continent. Only in 
England did our first Norman kings steadily 
maintain their prerogative against his encroach­
ments. 'Pile rising crusades knit all Christen­
dom together, and made it conscious of its 
common faith; an event of vast importance 
for the consolidation of the Pope’s dominion. 
Soon after, our cruel and contemptible king 
John received England from him as a fief, 
for which he was to pay homage ; Arragon 
was transferred to him by his king; Naples 
was given over into his hands. It was an age 
of enthusiasm, and must (in the eyes of de­
vout Romanists) appear the most glorious pe­
riod which history has recorded. So stood 
matters in the thirteenth century.
The decided ascendency of the Roman ec­
clesiastical power, during the two centuries 
of the crusades, has had vast influence on 
Europe. It has impressed upon us those 
common features which make Christendom 
different from the rest of the world. Hap­
pening at the time when Spain was being re­
conquered from the Moors, and when Chris­
tianity was pressing to her farthest limits 
over Prussia and Poland, it united almost all 
Europe into a single system. Russia was as 
yet unthought of, unknown and thoroughly 
barbarous. Whether we have paid too high 
a price for ‘Europeanism,’ is a separate ques­
tion; but that it has been principally produced 
by the papacy, must be admitted.
But in the fourteenth century, the internal 
stability of governments had lasted long 
enough to produce fixed national languages, 
and with them a sense of national existence. 
Sc long as Latin had been the sole cultivated 
tongue, the ecclesiastical element predomina­
ted in all literature, and the priesthood had a 
practical monopoly of the higher posts of 
legislature and administration. The rise of 
English poetry, the use of the English in our 
courts of law, the asemhling of English par­
liaments, are hut symptomatic of the change 
simultaneously working over all Europe; viz. 
the development of nationality. An imme­
diate result was, a jealousy of foreign influ­
ence, and determined opposition to the papal 
claims. All readers of English history know 
witli how much spirit our parliaments under 
Edwajd III. cheeked the encroachments of 
Rome; but all may not be aware that it was 
a truly European phenomenon. The French 
nation was the first to resist Boniface VIII.; 
the German electors were next; England was 
third in awaking to her rights. A schism in 
the papacy itself followed, which, by reason 
of the obstinacy of the anti-pope, the ecclesi­
astical power could not terminate. Then 
came the celebrated council of Constance, by 
which the pope was deposed, and important 
restrictions imposed on the new pontiff; an 
event, which accustomed men to the thought 
that he was not, after all, infallible. The 
secular authority now seemed to be the real 
arbiter of spiritual questions.
Thence forward proceeded the steady ag­
grandizement of monarchy and centraliza­
tion in Europe; until, at the end of the fifteenth 
century, the barons were generally subjected to 
the crown, and the pope was looked on politi­
cally rather than spiritually. It would have 
been inconvenient to a European prince to be 
at enmitv with him, because it was hard to 
calculate how the clergy might behave if the 
quarrel were personal, not national; but the 
jealousy, which, in the preceding age, was 
felt by the nation, was now concentrated in 
the bosom of the monarch. The outward 
decorum paid to the pope might have seemed 
to indicate that his power was as absolute as 
ever; but time had wrought a silent revolution;
HISTORY OF THE POPES OF ROME.
[The historical work of Professor Ranke, of Ber­
lin, translated by Mrs. Austin, and published by 
Murray last year in London, has excited almost un- 
paralled interest. It is a work of great learning and 
research, and apparently of great impartiality;—not 
however a mere history of the Popes, as its title 
would indicate, but of the influence of the Romish 
Church, first in extending the boundaries of nominal 
Christendom, and then in dividing it by reflex action, 
into the separate monarchies of Europe. We pro­
pose to give, in two or three successive numbers of 
the Observer, the substance of a Review of the work 
of Ranke from the London Ecclectic. The part 
which we publish to-day is the preliminary portion 
of the article, which is written with great ability and 
discrimination.]
The Ecclesiastical and Political IIisto- 
tory of the Popes of Rome, during the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. By 
Leopold Ranke, Professor in the Uni­
versity of Berlin. Translated from the 
German by Sarah Austin. 3 vols. Mur­
ray, 1840.
This highly important and interesting book 
undertakes to develop the changing fortunes 
of the Papacy during two critical centuries, 
the sixteenth and seventeenth. It opens with 
a rapid sketch of the rise and establishment 
of the papal power, in the first fifteen centu­
ries ; and it terminates with a brief outline of 
its history down to the present day. We have 
no work in our language expressly devoted Io 
the same task, nor have our historians had ac­
cess to a large number of important manu­
scripts, which were submitted to the inspection 
of Professor Ranke, in Berlin, Vienna, Ven­
ice, and in the great libraries (but no/ the pa­
pal library) at Rome. It would indeed he re­
quisite to toil through many separate histories 
of the different countries of Europe, in order 
to collect and continue the outward history of 
European religion, as it is here presented to 
us. Nor is it the lowest recommendation of 
Ranke’s work, that its reputation for learning 
and impartiality has seemed to make it worth 
while to execute a perverted French transla­
tion of it, in favor of the Romish side; an un­
fairness which the author feels painfully. The 
English version, by Mrs. Sarah Austin, has 
been perused and approved by him. ‘An 
English lady,’ says he, ‘ must redress the 
wrong which has been done to me in France.’
* * * s- i& ■*
W c cannot pretend to criticise in detail the 
Professor’s work; its established reputation 
juslfies us in assuming its accuracy, on all the 
points upon which we have no means of bet­
ter information; and we think our readers will 
not be displeased, if we lay before them some 
outline of the history, guided, for the most 
part by his materials.
In the early world each nation had a partial 
civilization of its own, purely national and 
isolated, and hound up with certain national 
religions, the fruit of particular localities.— 
Hence to cast off one’s religion, was in those 
ages to cast off one’s country, to act the trai­
tor to the state. As in Judaism, idolatry was 
treason against Jehovah, and punishable with 
death, so in every state of antiquity, to leave 
the national religion was a treasonable act.— 
To subvert the national creed, was to subvert 
the state; to question it, was to sap the foun­
dations of patriotism. Thus persecution of 
apostates was the universally received system 
in all known nations, approved alike by the 
statesman, the moralist and the priest.
The enlightened policy of the Roman gov­
ernment at first, went a great way to break 
down this. To mould into one so many states, 
they carefully protected the religious rites of 
each, when not cruel and horrible to nature. 
But when special superstitions were transpor­
ted beyond their own limits, and ceremonies 
the most discordant were celebrated, side by 
side in the same metropolis, they destroyed 
each other’s credit; and general .unbelief be­
came widely diffused. On the blending of so 
many nations into one empire, the old separ­
ate religions were no longer in appearance 
useful; they were a wall of separation, not a 
wall of strength. In this ‘fulness of times’ 
Christianity was preached, as an extra-political 
religion; separating the things of Caesar from 
the things of God, which had never before 
been done. The church and state were now 
no longer one. The personal responsibility 
of each separate conscience to God was pro­
claimed, and religion was made a right and a 
duty of the individual. Such was the great 
revolution in thought, introduced by the prea­
ching of the apostles.
Meanwhile, Rome had been setting up a 
new universal religion that should hind togeth­
er all their subjects, in the worship of the 
emperor’s own image. The obstinate resis­
tance of the Christians to all such practices 
was treated as a seditious principle, and was 
punished more and more cruelly in the vain 
hope of crushing it. At last, as we know, the 
Christian cause triumphed somehow; pagan- 
•sm was nearly suppressed within the empire, 
when the invaders from the north overturned 
the whole fabric of society. The church had 
previously been rent in twain by factions, and, 
miserably depraved by fanatical asceticism, 
she now had to struggle for her existence.—
and it was quite certain that the national 
churches must in any case have emancipated 
themselves from his intnision, whenever it 
passed beyond the limit at which it was felt 
to be beneficial. The sovereigns had clearly 
learned, temporal affairs were not within the 
province of priests, and universally declined 
to obey the pope farther than they found 
it convenient.
But so eminently was this era of monarchi­
cal growth, that the popes themselves were 
infected with the example, and in the last 
half of the fifteenth century were busy about 
nothing so much as to found an Italian empire. 
Greek literature had been recently imported 
into Italy by the learned men who fled from 
Constantinople when it fell into the hands of 
the Ottomans; the rage for classical Latin 
was already at its height, and cardinals were 
projecting it as a valuable work to rewrite the 
old papal bulls into a Ciceronian idiom. The 
learned Italians sympathized so intensely 
with the ancients, and despised so thoroughly 
the impostures passed off as religion, that in­
fidelity was widely spread; and the pope 
found no cheek in public opinion against his 
assuming the air of a mere secular prince. 
So little restraint did the clerical profession 
place on any of them, that it excited not a 
whisper of disapproval that these men, who 
were too holy to marry, had avowed sons 
and grandsons. The son of Innocent VIII. 
was married to the daughter of Lorenzo de 
Medici, ‘the magnificent;’ the son of Alexan­
der VI. was a monster whom we must more 
particular)' notice; the grandsons of Paul III. 
broke his heart by rebellion. When such 
things were too common to excite reproof or 
wonder, the affairs of the church were likely 
to be administered with barefaced secularity. 
Ecclesiastical offices were conferred for any 
or every reason rather than the spiritual fitness 
of the receiver; direct payment of money for 
them was far from uncommon; the purchaser 
was of course greedy to indemnify himself 
by every extortion; children were made bish­
ops and cardinals, the pope’s sons or neph­
ews* were always first to be provided for, 
and (when it was to be had) a dukedom was 
still better than a bishopric. Sixtus IV. 
(1471—1484) conceived the plan of founding 
a principality for his nephew Girolamo in the 
rich and beautiful plains of Romagna; but the 
Medici of Florence were in his way. Most 
opportunely, a conspiracy was formed by a 
Florentine family, the Pazzi, to assassinate 
both brothers on the steps of the cathedral 
altar. Guliano de Medici was killed, but 
Lorenzo escaped. The father of the faithful, 
careless that all the world believed him an ac­
complice in the murder, proceeded to excom­
municate Lorenzo, and laid an interdict on the 
whole territory of Florence. Hostilities fol­
lowed, in which the pope induced the Vene­
tians to join him; but when he found it conve­
nient to make peace, he excommunicated all 
Venice, because they peristed in the war. In 
Rome he acted the usual policy of despots 
against an aristocracy, ferociously and treach­
erously murdering the noble Colonnas, the 
political opponents of Girolamo. His suc­
cessor, Innocent VIII., gave but a short re­
spite to Italy: for in 1492 the ambitious sen­
sualist, Alexander VI., began his impudent 
career. He and his son, Caesar Borgia, hav­
ing conquered their opponents by the help of 
the Orsini family, and others of the Guelf fac­
tion, entrapped their own supporters with 
long-calculated falshood, and put them to 
death in cold blood. But Caesar tyrannized 
over his father too. He murdered his broth­
er, and threw his body into the 'Fiber, because 
the father was fond of him. For the same 
offence he hired assassins to stab his brother- 
in-law on the palace steps; but the wounds 
not being mortal, Caesar himself burst into 
the chamber, where his sister was nursing her 
sick husband, and had the unfortunate prince 
strangled before his eyes. Alexander had 
another favorite, named Peroto; whom 
Caesar remorselessly stabbed to death, while 
clinging to the pope’s side for protection, and 
hiding under his mantle. The blood gushing 
out sprinkled the pope’s face. But he was 
too deeply drenched in innocent blood him­
self to have any redress, and Caesar remained 
pre-eminent in Italy while his father lived. 
To signalize the end of such a reign, the pope 
died by eating a poisoned dish, which he had 
intended for one of the cardinals.
One more scandal, different in kind, was 
yet to be added. Pope Julius II. labored to 
extend the papal dominion in Italy for the 
benefit of the papacy itself, not for the aggran­
dizement of his own family; and, bold in his 
comparative innocence, appeared himself at 
the head of his troops as their general. At 
the storming of Mirandola, thi aged pontiff 
marched through the breach over the frozen 
ditches. By his military talents and indefa­
tigable exertions, he reduced the fairest part 
of Italy under his power; and, as Macchiavelli 
observed, ‘caused even a king of France to 
stand in awe of it.’
Such was the state of things when the six­
teenth century dawned upon Europe, destined 
to open a new conflict, and work changes 
wholly unsuspected. The time of the. strug­
gle divides itself into four principal eras. 
The/irsZ begins with Luther’s preaching in 
1517, and ends with the decisions of the 
council of Trent, in 1502. This is the spring- 
tide of the Reformation, in which it over­
whelmed Germany, Hungary and Transyl­
vania; prevailed very decisively in Scotland, 
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Den­
mark, Holland, Poland; in England and 
Switzerland gained the tipper hand; was very 
vigorous in France, highly promising in Italy, 
and far from hopeless in Spain. The second
* Hence the term nepotism.
’Midst stormy billows rest,
There ministers of gladness
With joyous tidings haste.
There mark the change appearing!
The idol ’s laid aside,
While o’er the lands they’re rearing 
The temples of the Lord.
Afar above, there rises,
E» tending to the main,
A swell of unknown praises,
To Christ for sinners slain.
Stay not the herald's speeding,
But onward bid them cheer,
•.Till all mankind they’re leading,
To seek a Saviour near.
The Loud his cause is blessing,
His aid he'll ne’er withdraw,
Till ev’ry land’s possessing
A knowledge of his law. E. II. N.
era marks a time of powerful reaction, com­
mencing from the southern peninsulas. In 
these, Protestantism was thoroughly extin­
guished; while a large part of Germany, Hun­
gary, Savoy, and most of Switzerland was 
recovered to Rome. In France, the Hugue­
nots were repressed; in England, the Refor­
mation stood its ground with difficulty; in 
Holland it triumphed over fearful odds, after 
a tremendous conflict. This era lasts from 
1562 to 1588, when the Spanish armada was 
destroyed in attempting to invade England. 
A third era is to be computed from the resus­
citation of jealousy against Spain, the rise of 
odium against the Jesuits, and of national feel­
ing in the Gallican church. A fourth, less 
distinctly marked oil’ from the third, may be 
dated from the breaking out of the Thirty 
Years’ Warm Germany, 1617. 'Phis is the 
last grand effort of Romanism, to win king­
doms by war; and it was foiled by the inter­
vention of Gustavus Adolphus, the Swede. 
Since that time, the decay of Spain and the 
aggrandizement of France, under Louis XIV., 
thoroughly changed the policy of Europe; 
making the balance of power seem more im­
portant than Catholic interests. Our author 
does not pursue the history with any minute­
ness through the seventeenth century.
THE DYING CHRISTIAN.
BY THI AUTHOR OF ‘PEBBLES FROM CAST ALLA.’ 
Faintly the Sabbath sunlight fell, and gave
A matchless splendor to the spreading vale,
Alt rich with Autumn’s fruitage; the calm wave
Laugh’d in its beauty, as the solemn wail 
Of the soft evening wind, with dulcet swell,
Spoke from the willow-boughs its hank along; 
And a deep sound broke from the village bell,
Calling to sacrifice, the evening throng.
Afar the echoing peal was heard, o’er hill 
And spreading dale; and the good yeomen came,
A silent host, Jehovah’s courts to fill,
With decent reverence for His holy name.
All solemnly they trode; for grief awoke
Within each heart, and sad the troublous breath,
And deep-drawn sigh, the silence often broke;— 
The shepherd of the flock was sick to death.
Yet not untimely: he, an hoary man,
Like some old patriarch, his people led
The fount of God beside; his cup o’erran 
With blessings rich: and happiness was wad
To virtue in his life. Simple and true,
Whate’er liis heart devised his hand perform’d,—
Frequenting most where vice its fetters threw,
So he might show the love his bosom warm’d.
And when within the pulpit’s pale he stood,
His words bespoke the eloquence of love:
Am- -.V« .1 resistless power confirm’d the good,
And won the bad to seek their home above:
But now an angel came, his soul to bear 
Up to the throne of God: and while around
The weepers bow’d, to pour their tearful prayer, 
He cried, as earth her failing cords unbound:—
‘Oh! let ine breathe
Once, once again, the breath of Heaven, and hear 
Sweet Nature’s music, swelling full and clear,
Oh! let me gaze,
Where light clouds wreathe 
The distant West! Celestial harpers dwell 
Beyond: and their eternal anthems swell
Jehovah’s praisel
‘Wake! evening wind,
And bathe my temples with thy fragment breath, 
Yet stay thou not the hasting tread of Death,
For I have done
With earth, and kind 
Thia coming messenger of God I deem,
For he shall wake me from life’s fitful dreamt
My race is run.
‘I hear the peal
Swell out from yonder temple’s dome, the last 
On earth! I see the river sweeping past,
With hurried flow:
A nd now 1 feel
The last wild pulse’s trob. Soon shall I stand 
Beside the stream of Life, at God’s right hand,
Heaven’s bliss to know.
‘For wings, for wings,
‘I know that my Redeemer lives,’ and long 
To join the myriads that before him throng.—
Oh, for my home,
Where Gabriel sings 
Seraphic paeans to the Lainb of God,
Oh, guide me, Saviour, where thy steps have trod,
Come, quickly come/’
The mild breeze stole the open window through, 
And moved the silver locks upon his brow,
And his low voice was hush’d, Death’ chilly dew 
Upon his forehead came: and sobs of woe
Burst forth,—yet not for him they wept, as those 
Who weep for buddiug youth cut down unblest:—
As dies the sunlight on that Sabbath’s close,
So calmly sank the holy man to rest.
Boston, Dec. 10, 1840. J. F. S.
A MISSIONARY HYMN.
Where Afric’s shores receiving
The sultry scorching rays,
Where India’s winds are breathing
Their fragrance o’er the waves, 
Benighted sons are calling,
With loud and anxious cry,
While far around they’re falling,
Without a Saviour nigh.
Where battle’s din is sending
Its wild and dismal dirge, *
Where China’s hum is blending
With Ocean’s foaming surge,
Where towers the moss-grown column
O’er Grecias’ classic plains,
Ascends a call, how solemn,
In fearful blending strains.
Where down the Alps descending
The avalanche does ride,
Where spreading floods are wending
To meet the ocean’s tide,
Where sea-girt isles in calmness
C 0 111 111 I! 11 I f ft t 1 0 11 £> .
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THE SPIRIT OF THE AGE.
"Whatever may have been the peculiarities 
of past ages, the distinguishing feature of our 
own day, is intense excitement. The schol­
ar, the artizan, the politician, have mingled 
with their pursuits not a little of feverish zeal, 
and the theologian has hazarded his full share 
of anxious feeling in the discussion of some 
cherished doctrine.
To many minds who have contemplated 
these stirring movements with somewhat of 
philosophical calmness, and who are yet so 
much wedded to past experience, that there is 
hut a slight inclination to confide in the future, 
the events of the age appear so anomalous, 
that doubts, we might say forebodings, are 
freely indulged. Others, and unfortunately 
the great mass, are so absorbed in the causes 
which dirturb the surface of things, that they 
are unconsciously attracted within their influ­
ence and sink into the common vortex, insen­
sible of their intellectual responsibility, for­
getful, we say it in sorrow, of their moral des­
tiny.—But in the view of the Christian phi­
lanthropist, on these pages of our passing his­
tory are impressed the most elevated and 
consoling truths ; he sees in the apparent dis­
order of all the social principles an ultimate 
tendency of perfect harmony ; he learns by a 
faithful analysis of the general course of things, 
that good will be educed from anticipated evil, 
that like the rays of light, though broken by 
the media through which they are transmitted 
to the earth, they are yet unchanged in their 
essential properties; they are still glorious 
emanations from the bright orb above, and 
will ultimately blend into their common source, 
the same pure and beautiful element, they ori­
ginally embodied.
The apparently conflicting principles now 
in operation in the moral world, while they 
furnish matter for curious investigation, exhi 
bit a state of things that demands our careful 
attention. We are brought to a point where 
the mind cannot retro-act, or even be passive; 
it must go on, for the impulses around it have 
no affinity for a state of repose. And wheth­
er man, for whose discipline these astonish­
ing mutations arc permitted, shall pass through 
the ordeal, as his maker intended, controlling 
by his example the evil tendencies of unchas­
tened, unholy passion, or directing by his wis­
dom the pursuits of his fellows ; or whether 
heedless of the future and reckless of the pre­
sent, he shall submit to what he may regard 
his destiny, and like a mote in the sunbeam, 
be visible only when the light of others 5s re­
flected upon him, is a question which the peo­
ple of this age must at once determine.
It would afford an ample field, to trace by 
the light of experience the causes which might 
be supposed to have produced our present con­
dition ; and to speculate upon past events as 
the indications of the present state of things, 
might attract your attention or amuse vour 
fancy, but we have no such purpose ; ourbu- 
siness is with the era in which we live, and 
while we look to the record of former times 
as the store-house of great events, collected 
for our study and improvement, we have nei­
ther the wish nor the leisure, while we are in 
ihe midst of these mighty changes, to look 
back on another period. Not but that we 
would cherish the lessons of virtue and of wis­
dom that have come down to us, hallowed by 
the great and good ; but we would repudiate 
that learned arrogance, we might call it philo­
sophical flippancy, which vainly attempts to 
reconcile every passing event with some cher­
ished theory, founded not upon the will of Pro­
vidence, but on some undefinable combination 
of causes, which arc regarded as the predicate 
of every result, however unusual or extraor­
dinary.
With such minds we have no sympathy, 
nor do we envy the taste which can affiliate 
with the shadowy doctrines they inculcate.— 
Our age is not the offspring of such unrevcal- 
ed mystery, as the rationalist would assert, nor 
yet is it to be controlled by the cultivation of 
an imaginative purity, whose origin and end 
are identified with mere utility. For noble 
are the teachings of nature’s changes. By a 
process at once simple and satisfactory, the 
purified intellect resolves them, however com­
plicated, into the will of the Deity, a will, 
whether exerted to create a world or a dew- 
drop, is omnipotent and eternal.
We have already stated that the spirit of 
our day is identical-with excitement, we might 
say restlessness. The foundations of the mo­
ral world seem to have been upheaved by 
some mighty energy, not merely to exhibit 
the utter inability of human power, to control 
the conduct and opinions of our race, but rath­
er to open a new page in the revelation of the 
Supreme mind, where the pride of the heart 
can read its own infirmities, and the humble 
believer gather new grounds of hope.
If we examine the various pursuits which 
engage the minds of men, we must be struck 
with the predominance throughout, of the prin­
ciple to which "e have alluded. The me­
chanic arts, though in their nature subjected 
to fixed rules, and through every age exhibit­
ing the same essential results, have now devel­
oped powers the extent of which defy the 
calculations of science ; and perhaps the exis­
tence and constant application of those tre­
mendous agents, influence, by sympathy tho 
already impatient and far-reaching curiosity of 
the artisan. We will take for an illustration 
of this division, steam power, whether it is 
expended in traversing the ocean, or connect­
ing upon our rivers and rail-roads, one wide­
spread population in the bonds of common 
identity. Need we describe the onward im­
pulse which is thus given to all who are asso­
ciated with it, whether him who constructs or 
subsequently directs.-—What a bustling ener­
gy is communicated to his every action—with­
in what an irritable atmosphere he seems to 
exist! If you visit the ship-yard, what hur­
ried anxiety to lay down the keel of one ves­
sel, while the cradle of another has just par­
ted with her companion, now floating proudly 
on the waters, and ere sufficient time, we 
might suppose, had elapsed, to have reared 
the new structure,another, and still another, is 
found upon the stocks. The calculations of 
the master-builder are mingled up with the 
din of the axe, the hammer, and the saw, and 
the little world that thus contains so much of 
genius, tact, industry, and skill, is dependant 
for its government, not so much upon (he dis­
tribution of labor, as npon the success of the 
common purpose in which all are engaged; 
for each individual is a Unit, indispensable to 
the ultimate object for which the combined ef­
forts of hundreds are put forth.
Go with us to the foundry, and the machine 
shop , see the workman preparing the pattern 
for some huge cylinder; follow the fruits of his 
labor to the moulder, who has excavated a 
deep trench in the earth, and with the most 
delicate accuracy adapted it to receive the li­
quid metal;—cast votfr eye at the furnace, 
where the hardy laborer is enduring the heat 
of the equinox, that the right moment for ac­
tion may be seized and properly improved— 
mark the iron fluid roll out, until it finds its 
appropriate deposit, and is there compacted 
into a solid mass; and yet again trace in a ve­
ry brief period, the adaptation of other agents 
to adjust its inner surface to such a degree of 
nicety as almost to present a mirror-ltke polish; 
still further, witness this instrument appen­
ded to the engine, and receiving within its 
compass the mighty element which is to pro­
pel that immense wooden fabric, and in the 
various stages of your progress, how perfect­
ly impressed upon your mind will be the con­
viction that the daring spirit of the artificer is 
as uncontrolled by any ordinary means, as is 
the power by which he operates.
And when upon the broad ocean, or one of 
our mighty rivers, the intrepid engineer, in all 
seasons, whether in storm or sunshine, feels 
that he has an agent under his direction that 
can overcome every obstacle; when he realizes 
that the fluid upon which he floats is changed 
by a mysterious process to the power by which 
his vessel is propelled, and thus by controlling 
the one, he can command the other, a degree 
of high wrought indescribable feeling must be 
imparted while he contemplates his hazardous 
yet elevated position.
But the influences connected with the pe­
culiarities of steam power, is not thus to be 
limited. To say nothing of the owner, who 
is planning how he may by the application of 
more power, or the improvement in the mod­
el of his vessel, triumph *till moreover time 
and distance; nor of the constant competition 
which the every day employment of similar 
vehicles necessarily produce, we would refer 
to the shipper, the passenger, the commission 
merchant, who may be in some mode or other 
associated with the trade. Every one seems 
to tread upon the heel of his fellow—they 
meet and part,, contract for the products of 
whole plantations, and dispose of their bar­
gains with as little ceremony and in as short 
a space, as the engineer applies or shuts off 
the power which moves his machinery.
And this is not all; there; arc still a great 
multitude who gather their materials for 
thought ov action from this excited source, 
who are dependant upon the occurrences of 
each day to fill up the map of their existence, 
and thus permit themselves to be excited or 
depressed by every influence that the course 
of business, whether prosperous or unfortu­
nate, naturally produces.
Thus far the practical operation of these im­
mediate results will directly or remotely ef­
fect the business of the world. Within a more 
limited sphere,the unasatisfied mind is experi­
menting upon the magnet—hoping to apply 
its subtle fluid to the ordinary purposes of life; 
the conveyance of intelligence with almost 
the celerity of light, thereby surpassing all 
the known modes by which important infor­
mation is now transmitted.—Still further, the 
idea has been gravely suggested, and is still 
indulged,that the galvanic principle may be so 
adjusted, that the ship may be propelled sole­
ly by this action upon the metallic plates which 
eover her outward surface.
We might allude to the perilous, though 
useless attempts of the acreonaut, but we leave 
such adventurers in the same class with those 
unsatisfied philosophers, who have for centu­
ries been seeking to learn the great secret by 
which all the great mysteries of nature may 
he solved, whether they have risen no higher 
than the alchymist, or the modern school of 
superficial sceptics, who prate learnedly upon 
the perfectibility of man, without exhibiting 
in their eflorts any of the great attainments 
that ought to follow so sublime an elevation.
To be continued.
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TEMPERANCE MEASURES,—-CHRISTI AN TEMPERANCE.
Our zealous and active friends of the temperance 
cause will have grievously mistaken us, if they sup­
pose we sympathize with those who stand aloof and 
sneer at tee-totalism, or that we take pleasure in 
throwing cold water upon all associated eft’ort to sup­
press intemperance,--instead of keeping it for our 
own use ami that of our friends, as the safest and 
best beverage in the world. As we have before said, 
we honor wise associated effort in this work! and 
while we do not for a moment concede thaF asso­
ciations, in their nature temporary and loca’,are to as­
sume'the place or monopolise the work of the church 
and the ministry, in teaching men to be temperate 
in all things, we take the ground, not only of the 
right and consistency of such associations (wisely 
constituted and judiciously conducted) nut of the
sound Christian expediency of them.
Moreover, if any think that the whole-going pledge,
which has driven from the platform many of the 
most influential and eloquent advocates of the cause, 
is best,we have no quarrel with them, but an honest 
and candidly avowed difference of opinion.
We do, by no means, concede to tee-totalisls, the 
exclusive grounds of temperance. They are, if you 
please, the most ichole-going temperance men, but by 
no means of course, the most temperate men, nor 
even, on scripture ground, the most consistent advo­
cates of temperance. Christian temperance—-tem­
perance upon pure Christian principles, let it be re­
membered, depends, fir its permanent triumphs, 
neither upon the devices of ‘Father Matthew,’ nor 
upon any local temperance measures as such-, though 
the latter,'(associations to promote temperance and 
to suppress intemperance) constitute good, and at 
times, perhaps always, necessary committees of vig­
ilance for doing the work—carrying out effectively 
the principles of temperance.
The last New York Observer, which has always 
maintained a very decided tone on this subject, has 
a communication from the corresponding Secretary 
of the New York city Temperance Society, express­
ing great good sense in fitting and temperate lan­
guage. We never yet had a doubt, that all well 
balanced minds, interested deeply and truly in the 
great and unchangahle principles of Christian tem­
perance, would at length come substantially to the 
same conclusions. The communication lo which 
we allude, and from which wc are about to give our 
readers several paragraphs, purports to be a sort of 
report of the recent efforts in New York, and of the 
present state of enlightened public sentiment in that 
city. We earnestly commend the course of the New 
York city Temperance Society to all who desire to 
give a steady and sustained impulse to this cause:
‘It appears appropriate to remark,’ says the Secre­
tary, ‘that the operations of the City 'Society, ‘for 
some time past, have been peculiar, at least we are 
unacquainted with any important associations for the 
same object, that have pursued a similar course. 
Much reliance for the promotion of the cause lias 
generally been placed upon agitating public inoce- 
ments. These, at first, were [deemnd] necessary to 
startle the public conscience into healthful activity. 
But, under other circumstances, the Society was 
early induced to believe that the reaction which in­
evitably followed all undue popular excitements, un­
fitted them for permanent moral effects. The more 
attractive and agitating their nature, ihe sooner do 
they exhaust public sympathy, and also the means 
of sustaining it; and their interest, of course, and 
their usefulness cease together. The last stage of 
such movements is worse than the first. For unna­
tural depression and torpor unavoidably succeed 
over-wrought feelings; and it is long before the pub­
lic mind so fully recovers its wonted tone, that the 
work of reform is again resumed with vigor.
‘The temperance operations in this city have been 
very differently characterized. Confidence has not 
been placed in the ‘fire’ and in the ‘earthquake,’ but 
rather in the ‘still small voice.’ By the influence of 
unobserved agencies, hut especially hv direct and af­
fectionate personal appeals to the judgment and con­
science of men, it has endeavored to overcome their 
opposition and indiffertice. Ordinary movements 
were evidently defective. They failed in certainty 
and directness. Ever revolving in a circle, or trav­
ersing the same beaten path, all, on either hand with­
out their circuit, which always includes those whose 
danger is most imminent, were unreached and un­
blessed. Public meetings, for illustration, though 
not without effect, chiefly interest persons who least 
need them—those who are already practically tem­
perate; and publications on the subject, though to 
some extent useful, yet in a population likeour own 
their influence is extremely circumscribed, for they 
are always read and cared for least by those who 
need them most.
‘But the hitherto insuperable difficulty of bringing 
the subject in contact with the minds of certain ini- 
portant classes, is most obviously overcome by per­
sonal visitation; and the best practicable means to 
produce effect even in the most unfavorable cases are 
hind, persuasive,, personal appeals. 7'he subject is 
dwelt upon, because of the practical importance of 
the principle. These means have been extensively 
tried as a system, and thus far we have not been dis­
appointed in their results. Truth has achieved its 
own triumphs. By almost, incredible toil, thousands 
and thousands of minds, which for years had been 
uninfluenced, except unfavorably by the multiform 
reformatory agencies around them, have thus been 
reached and brought to approve principles and prac­
tices to which they bad been decidedly opposed. 
And as no man is isolated in bis position and in­
fluence, by the action of quick and vigorous sympa­
thy of mind upon mind, the impression has been 
deepened and widened until it has greatly contribut­
ed to create the new and unprecedented interest now 
manifested in the cause amongst us.’
Healthful public sentiment is entirely with the 
tone and spirit of the above, and we believe, entire­
ly distrustful of the galvanizing measures adverted 
ts in our last. What is it that for these four or five 
years has almost paralized, what is called the Tem­
perance Reformation, and made some of its best 
friends at times, skeptical as to any permanent bene­
ficial results, and given plausible occasion for the 
opponents of all oroyinizerf effort in this good cause, 
to triumph? Has it not, in candor, been mainly the 
reaction of over-wrought measures,—measures, in 
other words, originating in the too popular principle, 
of electrifying the public mind, ‘manufacturing a 
public sentiment,’ which cannot be controlled 
when created; but which, from its very nature, pow­
erfully reads to the prejudice of the cause it is 
designed lo serve? Let a salutary lesson be hence 
learned, touching this, and all other matters of such 
vital concernment to the public weal.
We have said, ‘the platform is a good place to 
talk and pass resolutions, and the streets and lanes 
of our city a good place to work,---to go about doing 
good, in the actual labor of exterminating this evil.’ 
The New York city Temperance Society thinks so 
too: and thus, in connexion with simultaneous tem­
perance meetings, they have relied, as will have been 
seen above, much upon ‘the influence of unobserved 
agencies, h\d especially upon direct and affectionate 
personal appeals to the judgment and conscience of 
men;’and experience has taught them a lesson of 
immeasurable inipotia-nse in this matter, viz: that 
‘the liilhefto insuperable difficulty of bringing the 
subject into-contact with the minds of certain im­
portant classes, it’ most successfullv, ‘overcome by 
personal visitation.’
J Wc augur well for every 
like that above, and take tb 
saying, that though there r 
vanic school, the main body
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said to give weight and character to the present en­
ergetic measures for the promotion of temperance in 
this country, are men for whose motives we enter­
tain the highest respect,..and whose measures, in the 
main, arc likely to bo followed by the most salutary 
results. We wish well, with all our hearts, to their 
benevolent and good purposes and efforts, and 
though we entertain a candidly avowed difference of 
opinion, as to the tee-totul pledge, we do most cheer­
fully record the progress of their measures when un­
ostentatiously put, and condensed by the proper au­
thorities, and always bid them a hearty ‘ God speed’ 
in their work.
[It is but just to stale, for the information of our 
more distant readers, that one member of our editor­
ship, is an advocate of what be conceives to be the 
scriptural expediency of associations on the ground 
of total abstinence. While he does not proscribe those 
who differ from him, nor undervalue any honest in­
dividual action for the suppression of intemperance, 
he has no faith in any associated effort short of the 
total abstinence pledge,—believing as he does, that 
the use of alcohol in any form,as a common beverage,
• is the root of the evil. Ue does not deny that the 
scriptures allow the use of wine, but considers the 
peculiar and solemn warning coupled with that al­
lowance, the immense modern manufactuie of ardent 
spirits,and the connection of all alcoholic drinks with 
this invention, as constituting a peculiar call to the 
ground of associated tee-totalism.]
some remarks upon the ways of God, and his mer- 
cilul dealings with sinful man. ‘All, yes, honey,’ 
replied old Deniso, perfectly blind in the natural eye, 
but having the clear eye of faith, ‘dat wade ’pirit 
of God operatin on his heart, and he didn’t know 
it. He wouldn't ur done dat alone—dat lie wouldn’t, 
for de natral heart be opposed to God—-how won­
derful it is!’ After grateful acknowledgments for 
the pleasure and comfort the reading of Abe Tract 
had given him, I left him making an application of 
its truths lo others. He'was afterwards visited by 
one of our teachers, who was requested to read some 
of those goad books.
Volume blessed to a Teacher.
While reading your Report the evening it was 
received, I could not but lament the limited nature 
ot our field; and yearned for some sure evidence of 
good iij what little we had alieady done- Soon af­
ter I had retired to my room at night, and while un­
der the influence of these feelings, a note, of which 
the following is a copy, was handed to me. 1 need 
not say that it was an encouragement to more faith­
ful effort. ’I'he author is a colored female teacher in 
our mission.
Rev. and dear Sir,—I hope you will excuse the 
liberty I take of writing lo you. I feel a great de­
sire to express my sincere thanks for the receipt of a 
little book from you, entitled ‘On Keeping the Heart.’ 
It lias been the means of stirring me up to my duty, 
and I hope it may be of everlasting benefit to my 
soul. I was laboring, at the time of receiving it, 
under a pressure of feeling occasioned oy a prone­
ness to wandering affections in time of private devo­
tion. It appeared to be a most besetting sin, but 
here I was made sensible that it was owing to not 
keeping a close watch over my sinful heart. I know 
that it is all-important and absolutely necessary in 
order to make any progress in tije divine life. 1 
earnestly beg an interest in your prayers that I may 
be enabled to ‘keep my heart with all diligence,’ 
knowing that ‘out of it are the issues of life.’
ward Lady Walsingham, is so sweet and attractive a 
portrait of female excellence, that we cannot resist 
the temptation lo refresh the memory of the female 
portion of our readers with it: —
Here lies, in early years bereft of life,
The best of mothers and the kindest wife,
Who neither knew nor practiced any art.,
Secure in all she wished—her husband’s heart;
Her love to him still prevalent in death,
Pray’d Heaven to bless him with her latest breath; 
Still was she studious never to offend,
And glad of an occasion to commend;
With ease would pardon injuries received,
Nor e’er was cheerful when another grieved. 
Despising state, with her own lot content,
Enjoyed tlie comforts of a life well spent;
Resigned when Heaven demanded back her breath, 
Her mind heroic, midst the pangs of death. 
Whoe’er tliou art, that dost this tomb draw near, 
O, stay awhile and shed a friendly tear;
These lines, though weak, are as herself sincere.
APPEAL IN BEHALF OF OUR FOREIGN MISSIONS 
We feel it to be our duty to spread before our rea­
ders the subjoined Circular from the Secretary and 
General Agent of the Foreign Committee. Our 
brethren of the clergy will have received a copy of 
it from the office at New York, and we trust will 
have resolved to do the utmost in their power to aid 
the Committee in their present emergency. Bullet 
our brethren of the laity read, this showing of the 
Secretary, and the appeal which it makes ‘in the sim­
plicity of faith which looks for a dirine blessing upon 
the steady liberality of Christ’s disciples,’ and as they 
love the cause of their divine Lord, let them act in 
this matter-‘in the simplicity of faith, and as becomes 
‘Christ’s disciples.’ It is a crisis in our Foreign 
Missionary work. Let it be met as such ; and in­
stead of the necessity of curtailment,—let the an­
swer be, ‘Goforward,’ and let means be placed in the 
hands of the Committee, adequately to sustain a 
steady onward movement.
CIRCULAR.
Addressed, by order of the Foreign Committee of the 
Board of Missions, to the Clergy of the Episcopal 
Church.
2.7k fn<1 missions abroad now ghall be fiUed with-the pf God
stand before the Church in a new position—entirely v - - •
Tract blessed to a Missionary.
Ever since I was spiritually born, continues Dr. 
Savage, I have been a firm friend of relig.ous Tracts. 
I was influenced to take one of the most important 
steps of my life by a Tract.' It was a passage in 
’Shall 1 come to the Lord’s Supper?’ presented lo 
me by its author, that proved, under the guidance 
of the Spirit, I trust, the instrument of bringing me 
to a decision in favor of the ministry. And what in 
fluence these publications setting forth the moral 
condition of the heathen exerted in bringing me in­
to the heathen field, it is impossible to tell. I know 
that from them I have received a strong sense of my 
obligations to carry forth the gospel, and to hold 
up the light of salvation to those in gross dark­
ness.
It would be an endless task to attempt to describe 
the influence exerted by the Tract Society. To 
compute it requires the power of infinity. It will 
never be known, sir, till the books of heaven are 
opened, and the great Judge shall sit to decide upon 
the merits of institutions and men. At tliat day, 
I believe, among the foremost which shall receive 
the Divine approbation of ‘well done,’ will be found 
the American Tract Society. May it ever exist in 
its present spirit and usefulness, and speedily be 
come one of the grand means by which the earth
erance movement 
:erest pleasure in 
a few of the gal- 
hvse who may be
dependent for support upon the current income re 
ceived, from time to time, from the several parishes. 
During nearly nine months past, the amount has not 
reached the sum contributed during the same period 
last year, when the annual income fell short of the 
expenditure £600. The expenses during these nine 
months have exceeded the receipts nearly $12,000. 
Now, there are no available funds—the Committee 
have been compelled to borrow for immediate out­
lay; and to sustain our present missions, $15,000 
are needed prior to the 15th of June.
On the other hand, the openings for increased ef­
fort are unusually inviting, aiidrin some measure, 
offers have been made, to enter upon them. God 
has smiled upon our missions: and it remains for the 
Church in her faithfulness to ask for yet greater 
blessings.
It need scarcely be urged that in operations,where 
a year is in some instances needed to arrange for any 
material alteration, but little reliance can be placed up­
on mere temporary eft’ort. Yet if at the close of the 
year, no increase of means appears—if the church­
es do not come forward in relief of the present ne­
cessity, and if a sense of personal Christian respon­
sibility is not now manifested in some greater meas­
ure, but one result can be contemplated. Believing 
however, that'piety is not wanting, and that the ex­
tension of the gospel in its widest sense is dear to 
the pious believer, the Committee will not fear cur­
tailment. Cheered by many instances of opportune 
aid, by the prompt assistance afforded to the other 
branch of our general missions, and by many ex­
pressions of cordial good will, they now make 
known the urgent need of immediate relief. They 
call now, in the simplicity of that faith, which looks 
for a divine blessing upon the steady liberality of 
Christ’s disciples, and leaving the result, where it 
is safest, in God’s hands, they will be guided by the 
response returned.—They place their Christian 
Brethren in possession of the facts, and if the an­
swer is go forward, in this work of the Lord, they 
will do so most cheerfully, relying upon the prom­
ise that the knciclcdgc of that Lord shall cover the 
earth.
May not the Committee, Rev. and dear Sir, en­
tertain the hope that frpm your parish, if not alrea­
dy contributing to the measure of their ability, an 
opportunity may be offered, prior to June, for affor­
ding aid to these missions of their Church in the 
hour of their greatest need, and hereafter for con­
tinuing an increased measure of support.
1 am very respectfully yours,
John A. Vaughan,
Pec. and Gen. Agent For. Com. 
New- York, March 6, 1841.
I)R. SAVAGE’S LETTER.
The subjoined letter of one of our missionaries in 
Africa, addressed to the Secretary of the American 
TracA Society, Hew York; whose appropriations to 
our missions have been several hundred dollars annu­
ally, will be read with deep interest. Whatever may 
be said of some of the publications of the American 
Tract Society, we cheerfully bear testimony to the 
simple evangelical spirit and rare adaptation to use­
fulness among the unlettered, of a great portion of 
them. We would rather beable to claim the author­
ship of some few of them, than to have indited an 
Epic for the intellect of angels.
Rev. and dear Sir,—I have received the last Re­
port of the American Tract Society, through the 
politeness of Rev. Dr. Wilson, of the American 
Board. It contains very much to cheer the friends 
of that cause, and proves beyond a doubt that it is 
emphatically an instrument of great good.
Here we have a vast heathen population without 
a written language, and a small colony not far above 
them in respect to morals and education; but our 
prospects for the future are encouraging. The 
language of the heathen, now but partially, will ere 
long be so far reduced as to demand your Tracts for 
reprint and circulation. Efforts are making for the 
educational interests of the colonists, and the time 
cannot, be distant when an actual and increasing call 
will arise from that quarter.
There are some among the colonists who can read, 
though the number is very small. A number of 
their children have already been taught during their 
residence here. A family, where one can be found, 
adult or child, able to read, is supplied with suita­
ble 7'racts, aaid to a certain distance from our miss­
ion station our teachers arc required to visit reg­
ularly and. read to the inmdtes of each house the glad 
tidings of salvation proclaimed by your publications: 
and 1 am happy to be able lo say that these limited 
efforts ard not without evidence of happy results. 
Instances are known where the pious and the aged 
have been comforted in their afflictions and sustain­
ed beneath their trials. The impenitent have been 
awakened from their slumbers, while the doubtful 
and inquiring have been directed into paths of peace 
and righteousness. Even the heathen mind, in our 
schools, lias felt their restraining, elevating influ­
ence.
On one occasion I visited for the above purpose a 
blind old man, a native of this country, a Jdloff. Af­
ter twenty-five years of servitude he was returned 
to Africa with, we think, a well-grounded In pc in 
Christ. I read to him an account of a negro woman 
who had been cruelly treated by her master in the 
West Indies for her love of prayer and worship of 
God. Her perseverance in the ways of godliness 
brought her to imprisonment. I ler master, howev- 
cver, afterward being convinced, by some palpable 
examples, that religion made men more honest and 
industrious, built a bouse of worship and paid for 
the services of a missionary upon bis plantation. 
A number of the neighbors gatheringaround, I made
COLPORTEURS IN FRANCE.
It is known to most of our readers that the vast 
number ot copies of the Word of God distributed 
in the Catholic portions of Continental Europe, are 
sent on their mission of love through the self deny­
ing labors of a class of distributors called colporteurs. 
This is especially the case in France.
The agency of the British and Foreign Bible So­
ciety in Paris employed the last year, seventy-two 
colporteurs, who visited thirty-two departments,and 
put into circulation 5,619 Bibles, and 75,574 Testa­
ments. They have the most satisfactory evidence 
that these laborers are trulydevoted,self-denying men, 
who are willing to encounter obstacles and endure 
hardships, often sleeping in barns, and living on 
black bread or the coarset provisions, that they may 
make known to their fellow-men the way of life. 
Many of them were themselves converted from pop­
ery by the labors of colporteurs and the book they 
distributed. It has been well said, tliat France now 
furnishes so large a number of men willing to engage 
in these labors, as may almost, put Christians of 
England and America to the blush.
BOOK BURNING.
The following anecdote is doubtless familiar to 
some of our readers. It is mentioned, if we remem­
ber right, by D’lsraeli, in his Curiosities of Litera­
ture.
Tonstgl, Bishop of London, (whose moderation— 
extreme for the times—induced him to prefer the 
burning of books to the burning of their authors,) 
in order to satisfy bis abhorence of the principles of 
Tindal, (then in Antwerp with his translation of the 
New Testament—at that time a sealed book to the 
multitude)—conceived the benevolent idea ofpur­
chasing all the copies of the edition and annihilating 
them in the common flame. This occurred to him 
while passing through Antwerp, then a place of re­
fuge to the persecuted Tindalists.
The Bishop employed as his agent for effecting’ 
this purpose, an English merchant of Antwerp, a 
secret friend and follower of Tindal, who at once 
made known bis commission to his friend. Tindal 
was delighted to hear of the project, being very de­
sirous of issuing a more perfect edition of his ver­
sion— which, while a considerable part of his first 
impression remained on bis hands, he had not ade­
quate funds to do. He gladly therefore, furnished 
the Bishop’s agent with all the unsold copies—and 
the zealous Tonstal, without looking beyond his nose, 
consigned them to the flame in Cheapside.—The 
people, horror-struck at the impiety, and declaring 
it the burning of the word oj God, were only the 
more inflamed with a desire of reading for them­
selves,—and thus were prepared to purchase the new 
edition as soon as issued, at any pi ice.
When one of the Tindalists, who had been sent to 
London to effect the sale of the second edition, was 
promised by the Lord Chancellor, in a private exam 
ination, that he should be released on condition of 
revealing the name of the person at Antwerp who 
encouraged and supported his party, he at once ac­
cepted the offer—assuring the Lord Chancellor that 
the greatest encouragement had been received from 
Tonstal, Bishop of London !—who had bought up 
half the first impression for a bonfire in Cheapside, 
_ thus giving them the means of producing the se­
cond.
THE PIOUS PEASANT AND THE PROFANE POET.
Who would not covet the piety and the hope of 
the humblest and most unlettered cottage saint, ra­
ther than the impiety and the despair of the dim 
luminary of infidelity, Voltaire,—referred to in the 
following touching contrast of Cowper;
She for her humble sphere by nature fit,
Of little understanding, and no wit,
Justs knows, and knows no more, her Bible true,
A truth the brilliant Frenchman never knew;
And in that charter reads with sparkling eyes 
Her title to a treasure in the skies.
O happy peasant, O unhappy bard—
His the mere tinsel, lier’s the rich reward;
He praised for ages yet to come,
She neverffieard of half a mile from home;
He lost in errors his vain heart prefers.
She safe in the simplicity of hers.
The terror of the Lord alone may make an cxem 
plary phari-ce; but the sweet voice of mercy in the 
gospel is necessary to make a devout Christian.
THE MOTHER OF COWPER.
The following Epitaph inscribed on a monument 
erected by Cowper’s father to the memory of his 
mother, in the chancel of St. Peter’s Church, Great 
Berkliamsted, and composed by his cousin, after-
AFRICAN COLONIZATION.
We commend to the attentive reading 
friends, tfie subjoined article on the subject of 
African Colonization. It is copied from the African 
Repository of the 15th February, and comes from the 
pen of one of the best and purest men in our coun- 
try.« Christian Legislators in Congress and els- 
where, may you not find an opportunity for your 
patriotic benevolence, in the subject here presented !
Is not this form of peaceful philanthrophy a worth­
ier object, than many of those worse than useless 
matters, which during the last year, have claimed 
and consumed so much of your time? The public 
man who may be honored of God, as the instru­
ment of procuring the strong and decided aid of our 
national and stale Legislatures for these Colonies 
on the Western Coast of Africa, will surround his 
name with the gratitude of thousands, in every suc­
ceeding age. These Colonies, are now in a state of 
peculiar promise and seem to want nothing so much 
as the sheltering wing of our national government. 
Unless this is granted and that speedily, ‘they will 
inevitably fall into the hands of the British.'—This 
will not be effected by forcible means, but by the vol­
untary act of the Colonies themselves, with a view to 
their own protection. They will thus be united with 
that vast and noble plan for destroying the Slave 
Trade, improving the natives of Africa and raising 
the condition of the colored race devized by Mr. 
Buxton and others and now in a train of energetic 
and successful accomplishment. Whilst we should 
regret such an event we should not deplore it so 
bitterly as others, for if good can be done to the hu­
man race, we care little who are the agents.—If God 
be glorified and souls saved, we shall be ready, with 
a loud Amen. * ’
THE CRISIS.
Mr. Editor,—A more benevolent and im­
portant enterprise than the American Colo­
nization Society, has not been undertaken 
during the last age. Its disasters and diffi­
culties have been great, for often the whole 
scheme seemed to be near to complete dis­
comfiture. But hitherto, Providence has in­
terposed in a wonderful manner for its ex­
trication from difficulties and dangers, and 
not only for its preservation, but prosperity 
and increase. It would he scarcely possible 
to find, in the history of Colonization, a par­
allel case, where a. Colony had been planted 
in a foreign, distant, and barbarous country, 
by a private Society, and supported for twenty 
years, without any pecuniary aid from any 
Government. The philanthropic English 
gentlemen who first established the Colony of 
Sierra Leone were, it is true, a private com­
pany, although composed of men of great 
wealth as well as influence; but, in a very 
few years, the burden was found too onerous, 
and they petitioned the English Government 
to take it off their hands; since which trans­
fer, the Colony has cost the British Govern­
ment a sum too great to be sustained by any 
limited number of private individuals. It 
would have been a far easier course, for the 
Government to have 'supplied the necessary 
funds, and to have assumed the general juris­
diction, and to have left the management of 
the affairs of the Colony to the philanthropic 
men who formed the enterprise. The Gov­
ernment of that country has too many impor­
tant concerns to take care of, to manage with 
wisdom the concerns of an infant Colony, on 
aharbhrous coast, in another Continent. The 
British themselves being judges, the Colony 
of Liberia has been goveraned with far more 
wisdom and economy than that of Sierra Le­
one. But this is far too momentous a concern to 
be left in the hands of a private company,and 
that a feeble one,as to resources. It is wonder­
ful that they have been able to sustain it thus 
far. The most enlightened and influential 
friends of the Colonization Society foresaw 
that, to prosecute this enterprise effectually, 
the aid of Government would become absolute­
ly necessary, and the managers of the So 
ciety began, at an early period of their exis 
fence, to memorialize Congress on the sub­
ject, and their memorials were repeated and 
urged on the body, as long as a ray of hope 
of a favorable result remained. At one time, 
it seemed as if the Society was actually de­
funct, its affairs were in so ruinous a condi­
tion, and not, as I suppose, from any peculiar 
mismanagement, but from the obvious fact 
that the expenses were too great lor the un­
certain resources of a private, voluntary asso­
ciation, and also from the impossibility of 
keeping up frequent and uninterrupted inter­
course with the Colony. The Board at 
Washington could not know that expenses 
were necessarily incurred at Liberia, until the 
bills of their agents were sent home for pay­
ment. Under these inauspicious circumstan­
ces, the friends of Colonization in Maryland 
—aways among the foremost and most zeal 
ous in the cause—desparing of success under 
the old regimen, withdrew from the American 
Colonization Society, under the patronage of, 
and in connection with, the Stale of Maryland. 
Other Societies have attempted to imitate the 
example, but wc have not heard that the Leg 
islaturc of any other State has come forward 
to give effectual aid; and there is no important, 
reason lor establishing State Colonics, but 
to secure the co-operation of the State. If 
this be not granted, all such separate Colonies, 
under their own peculiar organizations aud 
laws, must be injurious to the general interests 
of Africa, Colonization. At present, all the 
settlements from this country, on the coasts 
of Africa, arc under one Colonial Governor, 
except the Colony of New Maryland, at 
Cape Palmas,and a more discreet and energet­
ic Governor wc believe could not any where 
be found. Every thing, wc learn, is pros 
perous in the affairs of Liberia, and improve
ments are in rapid progress. Peace exists 
with all the surrounding tribes, and the Col­
onists have conducted themselves with such 
admirable spirit in times of danger, that they 
have become a terror to the wicked, all around, 
far and near. What, then, is the difficulty? 
Ilow can it be said that a crisis in the affairs 
of the Society has arrived? The whole mat­
ter can be explained in a few words. I he 
Soeiety cannot proceed much longer without 
the aid of Government. Either the Gener­
al Government must come forward, and take 
the general superintendence and jurisdiction 
of the Colony, or the States must step for­
ward, in imitation of the State of Maryland. 
Whatever is done, however, should be done 
in concert. We have had division enough in 
our councils and operations already. Now 
we are united, let us remain so. But the truth 
is, the Society must receive more effectual 
aid than has yet been afforded; and, unless it 
be afforded by the States or United States, 
0UI this glorious enterprise, so auspiciously com­
menced, and so providentially preserved and 
prospered, must be relinquished. Not that 
the good which has already been effected will 
be nullified; we believe that the little Colony 
of Liberia will prosper, if we should never 
send them another emigrant or another dol­
lar. But the grand object of the projectors 
and friends of the American Colonization So 
ciety would be defeated.
There is another aspect of this subject 
which demands the immediate and solemn at­
tention of our legislators in Congress and 
elsewhere. The British are now engaged in 
maturing a plan to take possession, not only 
of all the western coast, but also of the inter­
ior of the African Continent. Their object 
is grand and difficult, but it is practicable. 
They aim at the destruction of the nefarious 
Slave Trade, which all their exertions, with 
their mighty navy, and by diplomacy, have 
been unable even to lessen. They aim also 
at finding new markets for their manufactures; 
and last, not least, they contemplate a sys­
tem by which they shall, in time, be render­
ed independent of the United States for the 
raw material of their most extensive manufac­
ture. This they no doubt have a right to ac­
complish, if they can; but in the mean time, 
what will become of our Colonies in Liberia? 
They will inevitably fall into the hands of 
the British. Not that the British will seize 
them by force; but these feeble Colonies, neg 
lected by their own Government, will find it 
to be necessary to throw themselves under 
the protection of the British Government, or 
the British will so wage war as to make it the 
interest of these Colonies to be in connex 
ion with them. And at present they are an 
anomaly on the globe; they are not Colonies 
of the United States, neither are they an in 
dependent nation. Their vessels, met with 
at sea, would, by the law of nations, be lia­
ble to be treated as pirates. Thirty years ago 
the ereat and wise State of Virginia delihera
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REMITTANCES TO THE OBSERVER. J
' There remains a large amount still due on sul. 
scriptions to the Observer, before its removal to Cincin­
nati and Louisville. The attention of our readers is 
specially called to these dues. Remittances of then 
must be made to the Proprietor and Senior Ed.jJ.or. ,
* Remittances for all subscriptions from the com­
mencement of the present volume, must be made tu 
Thos. R. Raymond, Publisher. It is hoped that the 
rcatty increased oaLae of the Observer, and the enter­
prise of the publisher will be generously and justly 
met by every subscriber by prompt advance payments; 
and that as new boohs were opened at the commencement 
of the present volume, all arrearages on former vol­
umes reill be at once attended to as above.
ted, in candor, with solemn earnestness, about 
procuring a territory on the coast of Africa 
and commissioned Jefferson to procure it for 
them; hut they were unable to accomplish the 
desired object.. Now, the territory is in pos 
session, bought and paid for with money, and 
doubly paid for by the blood of the emigrants 
shed in its defence. And Americans are about 
to let this important acquisition slip out of 
their hands! If the apprehended event should 
take place, in vain will they hereafter regret 
their supineness. Never again will any of the 
States have the opportunity of securing 
territory for their colored population. Pos 
terity will view this part of our history with 
astonishment and indignation; for the time 
will come—let my learning be noted—when 
the possession of such a territory as Liberia 
will be felt by all to be of exceeding great im 
portance. I feel this to be a subject of im 
mense importance to our country. Where 
are now the old, faithful advocates and friends 
of African Colonization—our Clays, our 
Mercers, our Jones,' &c.? Is the danger of 
losing our Colonies real, or do I dream? I 
wish, indeed, it were but .a dream, but I for 
see that, unless our Government acts prompt 
ly, all will be lost. A. A.
THE RELIGIOUS SENSE OF TIIE COMMUNITY TO BE 
RESPECTED BY THE GOVERNMENT.
No administration of the government of this coun­
try can long sustain itself which, either by the lone 
of its private morals, or the character of its public 
measures does violence to the healthful religious 
sense of the community. This declaration may be 
sneered at by the infidel demagogue—it may be re 
pectfully laid upon the shelf by those in authority, 
An exemplary public recognition of the sanctions 
and general obligations of Christianity may be sub- 
stituted fora deep veneiation and love of the spirit 
of Christianity, and a devout practice of its duties— 
and this will go a good way toward satisfying a cer­
tain portion of the people; but if nothing more ap- 
pears,—especially if the Sabbath be desecrated bj 
the highest functionaries of government, and the 
theatre and the assembly room be more honored than 
the church,—we express our profound and painful 
convictions—when we say that the religious sense of 
this great people will be wounded, their confidence 
weakened, and their support alienated. The present 
government has commenced its administration under 
auspices highly favorable—in most respects. It has 
at present the confidence of the religious communi­
ty in more than an ordinary degree. And it may 
without disrespect, be reminded that it is in no small 
measure indebted to this confidence. But it is a con­
fidence which the mere consideration of political bi­
as, will be as a rope of sand in retaining, if the ex­
pectations which have been entertained shall be dis­
appointed,—and the religions sense of community 
scandalized by the private life or the public measures 
of those to whom the great trusts of this govern­
ment are now confided.
It is time, in the history of the Christian govern­
ment of the United States, that that portion of the 
public press which is unpartizan, and which is in 
the hands of those who may be supposed in any 
faithful measure to be observers of the ‘ form and 
pressure of the time,’ should utter gravely and ear 
nestly the sense of the religious community, and 
claim respect for it. Are we disfranchized because 
we are Christian men? Are we, in craven silence, Is 
leave our Christian government to provoke the curst 
of the God of nations, because we are not professed 
politicians ? Professed politicians are the very men 
to speak ex parte. Witness almost every secular 
press, and every legislative hall throughout this wide 
country. Where is there a partizan press or a par 
izan legislator, that speaks in a thoroughly inde­
pendent unpartizan tone ? Where is there one that 
echoes in a clear and emphatic manner, the Christian 
sentiment and sense of this great people ? We 
know not any. Many there be that speak well and 
ably—and christian-Zi/re,—but we want to see them 
manfully aware that we are a Christian people,—and 
though in no wise a Church-and-State people, that 
Christianity, in its power and presence, is every 
where to be recognized in our government,—ant 
moreover, that the religious sense of the people 
not suffer it to be otherwise.
CONDENSED CALUMNY.
‘Tlie unscrupulous use of nicknames is a common 
expedient of low ininds when dignified argument 
either wholly wanting—or the taste of the individ 
ual leads him to prefer the vulgar expedient. Nick 
names are in general condensed calumnies.’
Witness,as an illustration of the above, ihe ‘Gam 
bier Romance’ oftlie New York Churchman.
I will pray, said one, for my friends though they 
cease to be so, and for my enemies though they con 
linuc such.
CONSECRATION OF Dft. ELLIOTT.
The Rev. Stephen Elliott, D. D., was conse
crated to the Episcopate of Georgia, in Christ 
Church, Savannah, on the 28th of February. 
shop Elliott, was formerly a lawyer of eminence, and 
subsequently editor of the Southern Quarterly Re 
view,and a Professor in the UniversityofSouth Caro 
lina. He enters upon his high functions,with a char 
acter for sound erudition and fervent piety which 
affords the most hopeful pledge of eminent usefulness 
in his Diocese and the Church at large.
PROFESSOR MUENSCHER ON TYPES AND TYPICAL 
INTERPRETATION.
We have been obliged to defer an abstract of the 
able article of Professor Muenscher on Typical Inter 
pretation alluded to several weeks since, from defect 
of Hebrew letter. We hope soon to have this de 
feet supplied in the office of our publisher.
* f We shall with pleasure make the desired cor 
rection in reference to to our article on the Trinity 
Church property, at the earliest moment in our pow 
er. It will be found in our next.
DIOCESAN APPOINTMENTS.
Bishop McIlvaine, gives notice that he will visit
Christ’s Church, Dayton, on Sunday, March 21
St. James’, Piqua, Tuesday, 23
St. Mark's, Sidney, Wednesday, 24
St. Paul’s, Greenville, Friday, 26
Trinity, Troy, Sunday, 2S
St. Matthew s, Hamilton, Tuesday, 30
Churches in Cincinnati, the remainder of
the week and Sunday, April 4
All Soul’s, Sprinfiehl, Tuesday, 6
Grace, Berkshire, Good Friday,
St. Peter’s, Delaware, Easter Sunday,
St. John’s, Worthington, Easter Monday.
OFFICE REFORMS.
No duty of greater delicacy and difficulty can be
imposed upon the Executive of the present govern 
ment at the commencement of its administration, 
than the dismissals from office, and appointments 
thereto. This is often spoken of heartlessly—-tlie 
former as merited retribution—the latter as well-ear 
ned reward. As a general thing, we admit neither. 
Instances no doubt there are, in which individual 
incumbents have used the influence of their position 
for mere partizau purposes,—and worse than neglec­
ted their duties. But these instances have been im 
measurably exaggerated. Again, there are instan 
ces in which—it being given that vacancies occur 
from good and sufficient cause—and are not 
without cause,—well qualified men may in a sense, 
be said to be entitled to them—not as a reward for 
service done in the late canvass, but because they 
are well qualified and true men.
HONORABLE PEACE,----GREAT BRITIAN AND TIIE
UNITED STATES.
We have expressed the opinion advisedly, and wc 
again repeat it, that a continuance of honorable 
peace will be the result of the convention for the find 
adjustment of the North Eastern Boundary Question 
and of the dignified and pacific measures likely to bf 
taken to dispose of the burning of the Caroline and 
the imprisonment of McLeod—the ridiculous view 
of a few ultra English tories and some x'ery nervous 
people in this country, to the contrary not withstand 
ing. We have no idea that it is necessary for lh» 
government to compromise its dignity—as if poo: 
brother Johnathan were frightened out of his fi"’ 
senses at the thought of being gored to death by the 
‘distant idea’ of the horns of John Bull. No sucl 
thing. Our government will have no difficulty in 
maintaining an honorable peace. The American con 
federation is represented by a world-honored flag in 
every sea—and at every court. Her Majesty’s gov­
ernment have some faint remembrance of our prow 
ess,—and are not wanting in profound respect foi 
us as a nation. The gasty and contemptuous tone 
ofa portion of the English press is no criterion of tD 
public opinion of the English nation or the views ft 
the British Ministry. Here and there an unscrupu 
lous editor may babble of the commercial advantage* 
of the results of a war with us, and even ‘thr. proba­
bility of large portions of the States being re-united h 
the British Empire, and of the United States being 
placed,to a great extent,’ at,the mercy ofEngland bj 
her Canadian possessions. This is worthy of about 
as much respect as the court-gossip about Prince 
Albert’s Tarrot; and it is just about as likely that 
the said pet parrot will speedily become the triuni 
pliant leader of the opposition in the House of Lords 
as that the views of these babbling English editors 
will sway public opinion to any extent, either it'- 
England or this country. We wonder they are eve® 
quoted.
TAe Rev. George C. Coohman, late Chaplain to the 
United States Senate, has been appointed by the 
Board of Managers of the American Bible Society, 
a delegate from that body, to attend the anniversary 
of the Brtish and Foreign Bible Society, to be held 
at Exeter llall, London, in May next.
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the PRESENT GOVERNMENT—THE PRESS.
VVc have for many months seen scarcely a para­
graph having any relation to the state of politics in 
this country, which was not more or less spiced with 
the bitterness, or in some degree dashed with the 
spirit of party. This augurs ill. A. et we fear there is 
little reason to expect much improvement in this 
respect. The triumphant party is after all a party— 
and not the whole country—except in the democrat­
ical sense of the majority. The defeated party are 
mustering their forces for an onset upon the present 
government—and will not fail to embarass it. All 
history admonishes us, that those in power will not 
always wear their honors meekly; and the history of 
the alternation—the successive triumph and defeat, 
of political parties in this country, from the close of 
the second administration to the commencement of 
the present, renders it in the highest degree probable 
that eight, or at most twelve years, will be the ex­
tent of the dominancy of the principles avowed by 
the present government. This might be pretty
safely hazarded as prophecy, without laying claim 
to more than ordinary sagacity.
tVe are not only a democratic people—except here 
.and there a vaunting specimen of anglican toryisin
_ but our tendencies are to a ‘fierce democracie.’
We need to invoke all that is in a true sense,conser- 
■vative in our constitution not only—but right-minded, 
good men throughout the whole country, to stand 
firm upon constitutional principles, and if need be, 
to lift the voice of respectful but earnest remonstrance
_ ghould any of the great tiusts committed to the
present government be used for the strengthening 
or aggrandisement of party merely, and not for the 
wise and good government of the whole Republic.
Our presses—if there be any that are not pledged 
and yoked to party—must be more independent and 
■dignified in their tone. Let the paragraphing for 
mere political effect—or personal abuse (witness the 
two leading presses at Columbus) be exchanged for a 
bearing more worthy the free press of a country 
like ours, and more worthy the dignity of American 
citizenship. Our Cincinnati and Louisville presses— 
apart of them at least—are less blame-worlhy on 
this point—though we cannot say they are immacu­
late. Let them come out a little from the narrows 
■of political partizanship, and breathe more freely; 
and if possible remind their readers that there are 
some subjects in the universe worthy of contending 
earnestly for, at least of spending some thought 
upon, beside the triumphs and defeat of party. Let 
them forget if they can, the very name of Loto-foco- 
ism. lest they be tempted to abuse it,—and the too 
much vaunted title of whig—lest they be tempted to 
say of it and the party it designates, what does not at 
present hold true of any party or any set of political 
men. Let the Logcabinism, as is meet, give place to 
decent and substantial brick walls. Respectable 
people have heard changes rung upon this latter 
shibboleth, ad nauseam. It can no longer serve any 
earthly purpose. Every backwoodsman substitutes 
for his cabin a decent habitation as soon as it is pru­
dent. Only here and there a man of incurably low 
tastes, prefers the mud chimney and the paper win­
dow of a log cabin, in a civilized country. We 
hope the one which disgraced the procession at Wash­
ington, will he the last seen or heard of during the 
continuance of the present government. All res­
pectable people of the community are becoming ash­
amed of this shibboleth—and it is a species of dis, 
honesty to tolerate it any longer. Real log cabins if 
their inhabitants be worthy, can be respected with­
out parading sham cabins on wheels, in our streets.
If this spirit continues, the present government 
will soou cease to be worth}’ of respect, and will 
cease to be respected.
RARE SPECIMEN OF POPULAR LOGIC.
In a speech of Henry Clay, in which his great 
powers were very effectively employed in anniliih 
lating the ‘idea of French influence,’ as charged by 
the then opposition, after showing the ridiculous ab­
surdity of the imputation, he thus proceeds:
Rut Sir, I am insulting you by arguing on such 
a. subject. Yet preposterous and ridiculous as the 
insinuation is, it is propagated with so much indus­
try, that there are persons found foolish and credu- 
lousenough to believe jt. You will no doubt think 
it incredible (but I have nevertheless been told it is 
a fact) that an honorable member of this house re­
cently lost his election by the circulation of a silly 
story in his dislrict, that lie was the first cousin of 
the Emperor Napoleon. The proof of the charge 
rested on a statement of facts, which was undoubt­
edly true. The gChtleman in question, At was al- 
Icdged, had married a cousin of the lady of the Pre- 
isident of the United States—who was the intimate 
friend of Jefferson, late President of the United 
States,—who, some years ago was in the habit of 
wearing red French, breeches. Now taking these pre­
mises as established, you, Mr. Chairman, are too 
good a logician not to see that theconclusioii neces­
sarily follows!
intelligence, so will they likewise. Every man is 
now called upon to live, not for himself, but for a 
far distant futurity; and to consider himself the cen­
tre of avast circle, which each year, for centuries, 
will be extending. ' Now we western people cannot 
truly claim the character of being literary. Libra­
ries are very scarce. Books of high and classical 
standing are still less common. The mass of works 
prepared for us by the eastern booksellers, are not 
such works as will assist in forming sound and great 
characters. Our own literature is scanty and not 
national. But our growing population must be 
formed bv literature. A taste for science must yet 
be attained. We must have books, and we must 
have libraries, or inevitably our character and mind 
sink into common-place, gathering our information 
from the garbage of light reading, periodicals and 
newspapers.—The Library of New York owes its 
origin to a few young men, engaged in mercantile 
pursuits, who twenty years ago, met together for 
self improvement, and who combined their funos for 
the purchase of valuable works. It has constantly 
grown. It now consists of 22,296 volumes.
3,586 subscribes, chiefly clerks in offices, 
both a museum and picture gallery, and takes one 
hundred and fifteen periodicals. It has been a bless­
ing to thousands upon thousands; and the merchants 
of New York will for years to come,look back upon 
its establishment,as one main source of their energy, 
high mindedness, and intelligence. But why should 
we in the west lag behind our eastern brethren? 
We want such opportunities for improvement even 
more than they do—and were there but the desire, 
very little trouble and comparatively but little ex­
pense would be requisite to form such a library in 
every city. Shall it not be done? Cincinnati and 
Louisville have nobly set the example, but they also 
have yet much to do. A
THE ENGLISH.
The intense and ridiculous antipathy which we 
sometimes witness toward whatever is English, is 
nobly rebuked by a brief passage which we annex, 
from a speech of the late John Randolph of Roanoke. 
We know not whether more to pity the Anglo 
American monarchist here and there to be seen in 
a corner, sporting his skepticism of the stabili­
ty of our government—and now and then more Jian 
hinting, that for his part, he is persuaded that a 
true Queen and a Prince Albert were better than a 
republican President,—or those ‘exceeding small and 
narrow minded persons,’ who have yet to learn that 
England as a constitutional monarchy, is the freest 
and best government in the world, next to our own,
_ and that it is magnanimous and even very natural
to own that our grandfathers, if we had any, were 
Englishmen:—and moreover, that we are for some 
things indebted to England,—asset forth in this pass­
age from the speech of Randolph,in which with his 
own peculiar power of sarcasm and strong sense, 
he had been annihilating an attempt to denounce in­
telligent and honorable respect for England,as a po­
litical crime.
Strange, said he, that we should have no objec­
tion to any other people or government, civilized or 
savage, in the whole world! The great autocrat of 
all the Russias receives the homage of our high con­
sideration. The Dev of Algiers and his Divan of 
Pirates, are very civil, good sort of people, with 
whom we find no difficulty in maintaining the rela­
tions of peace and amity. ‘Turks, Jews, and Infi­
dels,’ Melinelli, or the Little Turtle: barbarians and 
savages of every clime and color, arc welcome to 
our arms. With chiefs of banditti, negro or mulatto, 
we can treat and can trade. Name however but 
England, and all our antipathies are up in arms 
against her. Against whom? Against those whose 
blood runs in our veins; in common with whom, we 
claim Shakespeare, and Newton, and Chatham, for 
our countrymen; whose form of government is the 
freest on earth, our own only excepted: from whom 
every valuable principle of our own institutions has 
been borrowed—representation—jury trial—voting 
the supplies—writ of habeas corpus our whole civil 
and criminal jurisprudence; against our fellow pro- 
teslants identified in blood, in language, in religion 
with ourselves. In what school, did the worthies 
of our land, the Washingtons, Henrys, Hancocks, 
Franklins, Rutledges of America, learn those prin­
ciples of civil liberty which were so nobly asserted 
by tlieir wisdom and valor? .... I acknowledge 
the influence of a Shakespeare, and a Milton upon 
my imagination,of a Locke upon my understanding, 
of a Sidney upon my political principles, of a Chat­
ham upon qualities which I would that I possessed 
in common with that illustrious man! of a Tillotson, 
a Sherlock, and a I’crtius upon iny religion. This 




On the 23d ult., the Hon. Rufus Choate of Massa­
chusetts, was elected to the Senate of the United 
States to fill the vacancy occasioned by the resigna­
tion of Mr. Webster.
day of week before last, at Easton, by cutting his 
throat.
Tampico dates to late in Jan., state that the inten­
ded expedition against Texas has been abandoned for 
want of money.
Ata meeting of the friends of Ireland, in Balti-
of a lady passenger, two stewardesses, and one 
man. When the vessel was discovered in her 
perilous situation by the islanders, their boats 
were aground, but v.ith great efforts they suc­
ceeded in launching a whale-boat through the
The Twentieth Annual Report of the Mercan­
tile Lirrary Association. Clinton Hall, New 
York, 1841.
We notice this report that we may call the atten­
tion of our Western cities directly towards such as­
sociations. In promoting the cause of literature, we 
believe that we are also promoting the cause of the 
gospel. An ignorant people will ever be a vicious 
people; and we are inclined to think that the unhal­
lowed, and allaosorbing thirst for wealth, which 
has so long characterized our population; and which 
is every day making greater inroads upon us, is, in 
a great measure, owing to the mind being unoccu­
pied by higher, belter, and more refining pursuits. 
The character of the western people is great activi- 
ty, approaching almost to recklessness; and sleep­
less perseverance in the attainment of any given ob­
ject. These characteristics we derive from our 
eastern forefathers; but they have been nourished 
into vigor in our mighty forests, and on the shores 
of our noble streams, and amidst the excitement, 
the grandeur, and the far extending prospects and 
romance of a new and beautiful country. There is 
that innate vigor, and that soaring nobility of mind 
in our western people, which renders them capable 
of undertaking and accomplishing well, any tiling 
they please; and a sad pity it is that such fa­
culties should be prostituted habitually, to mere sor­
did and perishing pursuits. Every day, the line 
which divides the western from the eastern states is 
becoming broader. The west is forming for itself 
an individual character, and taking an independent 
and unique stand. The day is not far from us, 
when there will be ns much difference between the 
eastern and western populations, as there is between 
the populations of Great Britain and New York
But it is while society is forming itself, and unitin g 
its discordant dements, that the future character of 
each state must be formed. Massachusetts owes its 
individuality to the Puritans. Maryland partakes 
largely of the temper of the nobles and gentlemen 
who followed the fortunes of Lord Baltimore. New 
York and Albany still, in their customs and mode of 
feeling, remind the Hollander of his father-land. And 
it is the present population of the west which will 
decide what must be its character, forages and gen­
erations to come. We who now live, are forming 
the dispositions of remote posterities of western pop­
ulation. If we he reckless of those pursuits which 
ennoble the character ol man; and if we be given up 
to the pursuits of riches, so will they be. If w 
endeavor to live as men should live; and nourish the 
nobler feelings; and pursue the higher pleasures of
UNIVERSITY OF ATHENS, GREECE.
The University of Athens, Greece, has ten stu­
dents in Theology, one hundred and thirty-seven in 
Medicine, and fifty-five in Philosophy (under gradu­
ates in the Arts:) whole number two hundred, and 
thirty-two.
Its chairs are filled ns follows:
Theology—Apostolides, Prof. Ord.,—Kontago 
nis, Prof. Extraord.;—Law—Rallis, Ilerlzog, Mav- 
rokordatus, Profs. Ord., ArgyrOpoulos, Pellikas, 
Feder,Soutzos, Profs. Honor;—Medicine—Leokias, 
Vouros, Kostis, Olympics, Damianos, Trofs. Ord., 
Lcbadios, A. Rallis, Treebcr, Profs. Hon.,—Phil­
osophy—Shinas, Domnandos, Gennadios, Venthy- 
los, Ross, Bainbas, Phillippos, Ulrick, Negris, Vou- 
ris, Landerer, Profs. Ord., Traas, Prof. Extraord.
DR. DRAKE ON THE MILK SICKNESS.
We perceive by a late date of the Louisville Jour­
nal, that Dr. Drake has just published a Memoir on 
the diseases called by the people the J rcmbles, or the 
Sick Stomach,or Milk Sickness. It is spoken of as 
the result of Professor Drake’s personal observations 
in the district of country infested by these "strange 
maladies.
A TEXT FOR THE STUDY OF GOING-DOWN-ISTS.
</ thank God,’ said Webster in his great speech 
in the Senate in reply to Gen. Hayne, ‘that, if 1 am 
gifted with little of the spirit which is able to raise mor­
tals to the skies, 1 hare yet none, as I trust, of that 
other spirit which would, drag angels down.’
-------<»-------
‘Naiteral parts is better than all the larnin upon 
yearlhf said every dull and unlearned preacher. ‘Let 
us have at least the ‘naitcrulparls —dryly answered 
an unedified hearer.
EGOTISM.
‘A painter who should confine himself in the ex­
ercise of his art, to the drawing of his own picture, 
must be a wonderful coxcomb indeed, if he did not 
soon grow sick ofhis occupation, and be peculiarly 
fortunate if he did not make others as sick as him­
self.’
-------- ‘BUT----HE SMOKES TOBACCO.’
The poet Cowper, after a graphic description of 
his excellent friend Bull—(whom in one of his let­
ters he playfully addresses: ‘O carisime taurorum, 
quot sunt, quot furrunt, quot crint in annes,’)— 
says, ‘such a man is Mr. Bull: but—he smokes tobacco 
—nothing is perfect.’
EXPLORATION OF THE MINERAL WEALTH OF LOUIS­
IANA.
Professors Forsbay and Riddel have been appointed
bv a resolution of the Louisiana House of Repre­
sentatives, in connexion with several other scientific 
gentlemen, to explore the mineral districts of the 
state.
GLEANINGS.
From Washington the latest advice is that there is 
no reason to apprehend a rupture with England.— 
The rumors of war, and of Mr.Fox having demanded 
theimmediate release of McLeod, or his passports in 
two days, are rumors merely without foundation.
On the 5th Mr. Bell took charge of the war de­
partment, the other heads of departments have pro­
bably before this, entered upon their respective du­
ties.
The challenge of Mr. Clay by Mr. King, (both 
the occasion and the act, a disgrace to the Senate, the 
country and Uic individuals concerned,) is not likely 
to issue, in any thing personally serious, both Sen­
ators having been arrested and bound over to keep 
the peace.
The case of the Amistad Negroes has been decided 
as every true hearted American could have desired: 
the enquires are free! The National Intelligencer of 
the 9th inst. has the following paragraph:
‘No. 42. The United States vs. the schooner Am­
istad,&c. appeal from the Circuit Court of the Unit­
ed States for the district of Connecticut. Mr. Jus­
tice Story delivered the opinion of the Court, affirm­
ing the decree of the said Circuit Court in this 
cause in all respects except that part ordering the 
negroes to be delivered to the President to be tran­
sported, and reversing that, and remanding the cause 
to the said Circuit Court, with directions to dismiss 
the said negroes from the custody of the Court, and 
that they be discharged from the suit, and go there­
of quit without day.’—The argument of ex-Presi- 
dent Adams in this case, as reported by Mr. Leavit 
of New York, is as noble and magnanimous in con­
ception and spirit, as it is powerful and conclusive 
in reasoning.
Mr. Webster argued a case in the Supreme Court 
on Monday of last week, the boundary dispute be­
tween Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
Mr. Butler, District Attorney for New York, and 
Mr. George Bancroft, collector of the. Port of Bos­
ton, have resigned.
The last Pensacola Gazette notices the fact that 
a large cotton factory is about to be established at 
or near Escumbia, Florida. The time is fast com­
ing. says the Gazette, when the slumbering South 
will he awaked to the truth, that she must manufac­
ture her own clothes and raise her own provisions.
Mr. John McEktgy^ one of the last ol the revolu­
tionary band, died on fhe 18th ult., at Warren, Ohio, 
aged 83 years. Mr. McElroy was in sixteen en­
gagements during the revolutionary struggle, and at 
the triumphant close of the war, received an honor­
able discharge from the hand of Washington.
A correspondent of the Boston Transcript, writing 
from Naples, Jan. 13, says : Greenough has finish­
ed the statue of Washington, which is of collossal 
size, and a beautiful work. He is represented in 
Grecian costume, seated holding a sheathed sword 
extended, the handle forward in the left hand, ex­
pressive of resigning to the people his military com­
mand, whilst the right hand is elevated, and the fin­
ger pointed upwards, to signify that to heaven they 
are indebted for success in the use of it.’
Orc hundred thousand dollars have been appropri­
ated by Congress for the removal of the Florida Indi­
ans.
H. C. Wright has excommunicated the First Church 
in Newbury, Mass., and the Essex North Association. 
He says with characteristic modesty and shaine-fa- 
cedness, ‘It is the duty of an individual to excom­
municate the church, as much as it is the right and 
duty of the Church to excommunicate an individ­
ual.’
Mr. Shuck, says the Baptist Magazine, writing 
from Macao under date of August 20, gives an ac­
count of the abduction by the Chinese of the Rev. 
Mr. Stanton, an English missionary who had been 
carr-iad to Canton and thrown into prison. His fate 
was not certainly known, but fears were entertained 
that his life had ben sacrificed. The same correspon­
dent, an eye-witness of the battle between the Chi­
nese and English at Barrier, thinks there could not 
have been fewer than 300 or 400 of the Chinese kill­
ed ; on the British side there are said to have been 
only a few slightly wounded.
Mr. A. O. Brownson has been recently lectuiing 
in Philadelphia, on ‘Christianity and Democracy.' 
He says he is a believer in Christianity.
A plan is said to have been recently formed at 
Boston by the ‘ Transccndcntalists,’ to establish a 
new paradise, in other words a new community, for 
the attainment and security of personal and social 
happiness. ‘They expect to supply themselves with 
bread by a few hours daily labor, to devote the rest 
of their time to the promotion of menial and moral 
improvement, to secure the best education for their 
children, to escape all anxiety for the future, (the 
community being pledged to provide for the sick, the 
aged, the young, the fatherless,) in a word, to pre­
sent to the world the spectacle of a community ce­
mented by love; where corruption, rivalry, hatred 
and jealousy are unknown.’ &c.,' &c. [Here
is fair game for the Going-down-ists.j
Winfield's carpet factory at Poughkeepsie, em­
ploys 65 operatives, and turns out 100,000 yards of 
carpeting and a million yards of binding annually.
The Charleston Courier of the 25lhult., says that 
sentence of death has been passed by the Law Court 
of Appeal upon Jones, for the crime of forgery
Brownson, the social leveler, maintains that the 
principles and ends of Christianity and Democracy 
are identical, and that if the founder of Christianity 
had lived in our day, lie would have been a Social lev­
eler ! 7
The Breakwater sieamer, white on her way from 
Wetumpka to Mobile, was destroyed on the 20th 
ult., together with a full cargo of cotton. Estima­
ted loss $40,000.
The steamboat Swan, from New York on Saturday 
morning of week before last, rail on the Mill Reef, 
opposite Brighton, in consequence of the thickness 
of the fog, and filled in about three minutes. The 
passengers and baggage were taken back to New 
York by the steamer Staten Islander. One of the 
passengers was taken out of the cabin through the 
sky-light, so rapid was the iush of water inU> the 
boat.
On Friday last, says the Fayetteville, N. C. Ob­
server, of a recent date, Duncan Bai, Esq., aged 82, 
while on a visit to town, fell and expired, without a 
moment’s premonition.
The American Sentinel says, Chancellor Kent 
has given his opinion against the legality ot all the 
seizures, (and of course against all arrests lor the 
same cause) made in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and 
Boston, of woolen goods in 1839.
It appears from the National Intelligencer, that 
the Senate have ratified the treaty made at the mouth 
of the Forks of the Wabash River, in the Stale of 
Indiana, with the Miami Indians, with some slight 
amendments,—thus the Indian title to about 500,000 
acres of lands in the Stale of Indiana has been ex­
tinguished, and the early removal ol the tribe to the 
lands appropriated to them beyond the Mississippi, 
secured.
In a case recently before the Court of Common 
Pleas, in Dauphin county, Penn., Judge Parsons de­
cided the the true rule and policy of law to be: that 
when bank notes are current at the place in which 
they are paid, and thus are received without objec­
tion, and paid in good faith, without any knowledge 
that the bank had failed, or where from the facts it 
could not he inferred that it had, although at the 
time, the notes in the place where the hank is loca­
ted are not current, but utterly worthless, still in 
law, it is a valid payment of a pre-existent debt, and 
when so received, and the debt or judgment satisfied, 
it is payment, and the original debt relinquished. 
The cause has been removed to the Supreme Court 
for levision.
Over40,000 letters were received at the Boston 
Post office, by the Brittania, on her late arrival.
On the 13th ult., Col. Ketchum, Indian agent, 
with four Pottawattamie chiefs, passed through St. 
Louis on their way to the seat of Government, with 
a view to some arrangement in behalf of the tribe.
Capt. Hatch, of the Brig Wallace, recently arriv­
ed at New York from Mayaquez, Porto Hico, states 
that on the 30th Jan., the entire town of .Mayaquez, 
consisting ot COO buildings, was consumed by fire. 
The loss in money was variously estimated from two 
to four millions ot dollars.
The New Orleans True American, of the 10th 
ult., says that J. Howard Payne, accompanied by 
Ross, and the rest of the Cherokee delegation, arri­
ved at lhat city on the 9th, on their way to Washing­
ton. All was quiet in the Cherokee nation, and the 
opponents of Ross had given in their adhesion
more on tlieSth inst., an association was formed to j breakers, and getting her under the stem of the 
be called ‘ The triends of the repeal of the legislative] rrr, ° ° , „ . . ~ . . . ,
union between Greet Britain and Ireland.’ j Unties. The commander, Captain Gray, insisted
The Attorney General of the State of New York, 
in hisopinion, given at the request of the Governor, 
says,‘that the act ol the Recorder in seizing the 
G tent worth papers, is a manifest usurpation of pow­
er assumed by no law, and which has been exercised 
in direct violation of the Bill of Rights.’
It was reported at Oparto, at the latest dates, that 
Portugal was threatened by an invasion by the Span­
iards. The difficulty arose from a disagreement con­
cerning the navigation of the Douro.
Mr. Glantz, a mechanic of Venice, has invented 
a musical instrument which perfectly imitates the 
sounds of the human voice. By pressing a spring 
it executes different melodies in a tenor voice, a bar­
ytone or deep base. The inventor is engaged in ma­
king an automaton, in the head of which he intends 
to introduce his voice instrument.
It is said that John Jacob Astor of New York, has 
lost a million ot dollars by the failure of the United 
States Bank.
3'he Massachusetts House of Representatives 
have indefinitely postponed the proposition to indem­
nify the proprietors of the Charlestown Nunery. 
’Phe vote on the question of postponement was—- 
yeas 207, nays 49.
Frazer’s Magazine announces the fact that the ‘vir­
tual power of closing the Danube is in the hands of 
Russia, through not one inch of whose territory did 
a wave of that stream flow twelve years ago. The 
River Danube is the main artery of the commerce of
Austria and the adjacent countries.--------3'he last
number of the Asiatic Journal speaks of the epidem­
ic extensively prevalent at Calcutta, which had been
attended with great mortality.--------From the27tli
Annual Report of the New York Savings Bank, it 
appears that the deposits during the year 1840 
amounted to $1,095,388. Number ot deposits 16,-
469, of which 4007 were new deposits.--------A
late geological survey of New Hampshire has resul­
ted in the discovery of a valuable tin mine in Coos 
county, at the base of the White Mountains, so pure
as to yield 40 or 50 per cent.--------The weather in
Europe the past winler has been so intensely cold, 
that in Bohemia and Moravia the ponds were frosen 
solid, causing the fish to perish : in Hungary 30,000 
horned cattle, and in Sweden 3000 persons are said
to have been frozen to death______It is said the
British are fortifying Halifax in the most imposing
and formidable manner.-------- In the year 1274 the
price of a small copy of the Bible, neatly written,
was £30.--------The National Education Committe
of Great Britain have established in London, a school 
of Vocal Music, for the instruction of the teachers
of common schools in Music.--------A New Orleans
paper states that the two great slave factories of Don 
Pedro Blanco, and Don Pedro Martinet has been bro­
ken up by a British man-of-war. Goods to the 
amount of half a million of dollars were destroyed,
and fifteen hundred negroes set at liberty.--------A
late number of the London Times says, on the au­
thority of the Manx Liberal, that the Mormons are 
making rapid progress in some parts of England. 
3’he Calcutta Courier says that the East India
Company was determined to establish a monthly line 
of steam packets on the Indus to run a distance of
500 mites.-------- In the great engiff? factory of Mr.
Norris, Philadelphia, 139 locomotive have been made, 
16 of which were sent to Prussia, 4 to Austria, and 
1 to Russia. Three hundred men are constantly 
employed in this establishment.--------Mr. Bucking­
ham, the great story-teller is lecturing on America 
and the Americans in London.--------The last num­
ber of the London Quarterly likens the gradual ad­
vances of Russia and England in the subjugation of 
Asia to the operations of the mice on opposite sides 
of a mammoth cheese.
on the females being first hoisted therein, and, 
unfortunately, as soon as a lady and two steward- 
esseshad been placed there, the boat broke a drift 
and drove to the land. This was peeeived by a 
sailing boat, which took' her m tow, and succeed­
ed, with great risk, in towing her to the shore in 
safety. By this time the wind increased almost 
to a hurricane, which rendered it impossible for 
any other boat to approach the vessel. Captain 
Gray then formed a raft, on which a great many 
of the crew got; but it was almost immediately 
dashed against the rocks, and all the poor fellows 
on it were lost, with the exception of one man, 
who was thrown on a perpendicular rock, and re­
mained there till the following day, when lie was 
rescued. The vessel became a complete wreck; 
and the remainder of the crew perished.—Cam­
bridge England Advertiser.
The Independent of Brussels states that, on the 
12th inst., three days before the funeral of Napo 
leon, a man of elderly but healthy appearance 
presented himself at the French Embassy in that 
city, and seemed as if he wished to demand a 
passport. Nobody could make out what language 
he spoke, and after all the hangers-on of the em­
bassy had tried their skill as interpreters, recourse 
was had to the cook, who bore the reputation of 
being a first-rate linguist. By his means it 
yas found that the man spoke a mixture of 
Flemish and Egyptian, and that he was one of 
the Mamelukes of the Guard who had served un­
der Napoleon. The poor fellow, on being ques­
tioned what be wanted to do, stated that lie de­
sired to go to Paris to attend the Emperor’s fune- 
eral, that be had 10 francs in his pocket, and 
his old uniform in a bundle which he carried in 
his hand. His papers were proved to be in due, 
form, and his actually having served was proved. 
The passport he wished was delivered to him, 
and some money to help him was also granted; 
the poor fellow then set off to walk, as he said, 
to the French capital, at (lie rate of 26 legues a- 
day;and the Independent conjectures that lie was 
one of the Mamelukes who figured in the proces­
sion of yesterday week.—Galignani.
Steamboat Sunk.—The New Orleans Bulletin, 
of the 22d, says: ‘The Wilmington, Capt. 
Kennedy, is reported by the Rodolph to have 
been snagged and sunk at Satartia, on the 5th 
inst. She was bound from Yazoo city to New- 
Orleans, with a cargo of 972 bales of cotton. 
Most of the cotton (762 bales) was recovered 
and brought down by the Rodolph, though a part 
of it was damaged. The boat is a total loss.’
From Texas.—By the arrival of the steam Pack­
et Savannah, Captain Wade, from Galveston, we 
are in receipt of Texas papers to the 28th ult. En­
tire tranquility seetns to prevail on the Texian fron­
tiers. 3’he whole country is represented as impro­
ving rapidly. Agriculture is the order of the 
day. Great preparations are making for the culti 
vation of cotton. The recent establishment at Gal­
veston and Houston of English mercantile houses, 
and the prices which are offered, have given a new 
impulse to the culture of that great staple.
President Burnet is laboring assiduously to cany 
out the retrenchment measures adopted by the late 
Congress. His administration is acknowledged by 
the papers to be characterized by a remarkable de­
gree ot energy and political forecast. His perse­
vering policy to retrench the public expenses is said 
to be gaining him great popularity.
Gen. Larnar is slowly recovering from his illness; 
hut it is,not believed he intends to resume the reigns
of government until he has visited his native Stalq^,^ 
where his private affairs require his presence.
’The Galveston papers state that Col. Dangerfieh), 
has been appointed Charged’ Affairs to France, 
Judge Webb, Minister to Mexico; and General 
Green, Charge to England. A gentleman from Aus­
tin assures us lhat General Hamilton will continue 
to act as Minister at the Court of St. James.
The new tariff is to take effect on the 1st of 
April. The highest rate of duty is 45 percent, in 
promissory notes, equal to about 8 per cent, for 
money on the invoice price of merchandize.—N. O. 
Bullet in, March 4.
Webster's Dictionary.—3’he last sheet of this great 
work, revised and enlarged, has gone to the press. 
It has the reputation ol’ being, not only the best 
English Dictionary extant, but superior in its exe­
cution to any other national dictionary in its verna­
cular tongue. 'Fhe original work is acknowledged 
as the standard of the language in Europe, and can 
be supplanted only by the present more perfect one. 
i)r. Webster js now 82 years of age, und retains a 
virgorous frame and constitution, with a mind as 
active as many possess of far less years.
Another Steamboat Disaster—Burning of the 
Creole.’—The Vicksburg Whig, of the 24th, 
brings us the melancholy intelligence of the 
burning of the steamboat Creole, near the mouth 
of Red river, on Monday, the 22d ult., with a 
great loss of lives. The Sultana, which brought 
to Vicksburg the account of the disaster, came 
up with the burning wreck of the Creole, on 
Monday morning, at 6 o'clock, some eight or ten 
miles below the Red river cut-off. The Creole 
was bound from Natciii loches, on Red river, to 
New Orleans, with a full freight of cotton, $87,- 
000 in specie consigned to the Exchange Bank of 
New Orleans, and from sixty to one hundred 
passengers. Shortly after passing the wreck, 
then still burning, the Sultana came up with two 
other steamers, the Baltic and the Gov. Pratt, 
which had rendered all possible aid to the suffer­
ers. The Baltic was wooding but two miles 
below the Creole, when the fire broke out, and 
came immediately to the relief of the burning 
boat. We learn by gentlemen from New Or­
leans, that between twenty and thirty persons are 
supposed to have perished in the catastrophe, 
and that among them are a number of families.
IIow the fire originated is not known. Its 
progress was very rapid. The engineer and pilot 
stood to their posts, and performed their duties 
until enveloped in flames. They succcded, be­
fore the tiller-ropes burned off, in running the 
boat against the bank of the river, which being 
steep, a large moss of earth fell on her bow, and 
she then bounded off and became unmanageable. 
The cargo and baggage w ere of course a total 
loss.—-Louisville Journal.
©bftuarn.
A great temperance meeting was recently held at 
Boston, in Faneuil Hall, Dr. John C. Warren presi­
ding. The crowd is said to have been so great that 
some of the gentlemen who were to lutve delivered 
addresses were not able to make their way to the 
platform.
Mr. S. Ennis, editor of the Esatern'Argus, says 
the Philadelphia Ledger, committed suicide on Mon-
NOTICE.
The managers of the Louisville Protestant F.pis' 
copal Orphan Asylum,finding the impression is gen­
eral, that there aTe as many children under their 
care as can he accommodated, take this method ot 
informing die public, that they are prepared to re­
ceive such applicants as come within the design of 
the Institution.
Application to be made to any of the managers'.
DIED, nt his residence in Lyme, Huron county, 
Ohio, on Sunday morning the 28th ult., after a 
protracted illness of several months, Amos Wood­
ward, Esq. aged 61 years.
The readers of the Observer will recoguise in this 
notice a name which has long been associated with 
the Conventional proceedings of this Diocese. Mr. 
Woodward came to the west at an early day. He 
was one of a little flock, seven in number, who, at 
the organization of St. Paul’s Church, Norwalk, as­
sembled around the Lord’s table which was then for 
the first time spread in an almost unbroken wilder­
ness. Subsequently to this, he was instrumental in 
forming another parish in his own township, over 
which, white his life continued, he never ceased to 
watcli with more than parental solicitude, giving 
himself, his life and his all to that cause which lie I 
held so near his heart. Ardently attached to the 
church from principle,
‘Beyond his highest joy,
He prized her heavenly ways 
Iler sweet communion solemn vows,
And hymns of love and praise.’
Through a long course of years, in ever}’ depart­
ment of life, Mr. Woodward has sustained an un- 
blimished reputation. In all his conduct, ‘whatso­
ever things arc honest, whatsoever things are lovely, 
whatsoever things are of goed report,’ he was care­
ful to maintain. Few characters can be pointed out 
which present more for us to admire, less for us to 
lament. Friendly and amiable in his disposition, 
endowed by nature with a warm and benevolent 
heart, ar.d these natural qualities directed and im­
proved by Christian principle, he gained the esteem 
of all, and was one of those few, whose removal from 
this earth leaves a void, painfully felt in every de­
partment of society. A kind husband; an affection­
ate father, a worthy friend,and an invaluable citizen, 
a whole community mourns his departure.
But while we record with pain thealeath of such 
a mail, our grief must be moderated by the reflection 
that we have only to mourn our own loss, and not 
his. From early life he has been a professor of the 
religion of Jesus Christ, and has always honored 
that profession by a holy and a godly walk and con­
versation, ‘Foi him to live was Christ and to die 
was gain.’ When warned, by the gradual wasting 
away of his mortal tenement, that the time of his 
departure was at hand, lie received the summons of 
death as one who was prepared for the coming ofhis 
Lord. He could look forward to the time of his dis­
solution with no other feelings of regret, than that 
his opportunities for usefulness in the church would 
be forever at an end, and that an affectionate wife, 
and beloved daughter would be left disconsolate, 
save the comfort arising ftom those cheering reflec­
tions which his hopeful departure would permit them 
to cherish. Beyond this, death appeared to him in 
no unpleasant aspect. Firm in faith, joyful through 
hope, with a meekness, patience and submission to 
the divine will, truly astonishing, and with a calm­
ness scarcely to be parallelled, he waited the approach 
of the messenger of death, and quietly resigned his 
spirit into the hands of Him who gave it. ‘Precious 
in the sight of the Lord, is the death of his sails.’
A. C.
Norwalk, March 5th, 1841.
For Sunday Schools.
A LITURGY; or Masual of Sunday School Devotion and Instruction. Adapted to Ca­pacities of Children. By Rev. Henry Blackalier, 
Rector of 3’rinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
CONTENTS.
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence 
of God; the omniscience of God; the omnipotence 
of God; the justice of God; the holiness of God> 
the truth of God; the wisdom of God; the goodness: 
of God; the mercy of God.
Works of God.—Creation; providence; redemp­
tion.
Institutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary: 
the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap­
tism; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
Doctrines, Privileges, and Duties tf the Christian. 
—Commandments: fall of man; repentance; faith; 
love: prayer; praise; hope/joy.
Christ.—Our prophet; our high priest/ our king; 
our example.
Dispensation ot God.—Affliction; death; judgment/ 
eternity/ heaven/ hell.
lasts and Eistirals of the CAHrc/r.—Christmas/ 
Good Friday; Easter Day/ Ascension Day, Whitsun­
day; Godhead, or Trinity Sunday.
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year; 
death of a teacher, death of a scholar/ Sunday 
schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents, 
collects.
EXPI.ASATIOS OF CONTfcNTe.
It has been the author's aim to give a consecutive 
view of the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu­
tions of CJirlstianity, and of liioMe of odf clru/dh irt 
particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of 
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His nitfl 
has been in state what he conceives to be the obvi­
ous sense of Scripture, white he Jias endeavored, in 
consideration of I heir design and use, to give them 
all the'interest he could by making them simple but 
not puerile; illustrative, but not low.
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will he 
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex­
position, illustration and improvement of the sub­
ject,—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet 
favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient develope- 
ments ol the mind, by clearing the view of all ex­
traneous matter, that especially which is purely 
speculative. 3’he canticles take a peculiar form 
from the wish to commit the heart of the child to 
expressions before God, which, under the divine 
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and se­
cure more lastingly in the mind, the truth on each 
Sabbath declared. He lias not restricted himself to 
(he language of David, for Want of matter sufficient­
ly perlinent to his design, hut he conceives that the 
use <»f the ‘Te deum,’and the ‘Benedicite,’in the 
church services, supports him in the latitude he has 
taken in their construction.
In making the canticle and subsequent prayer 
mutually refer to the truth stated in the exhortation 
he designs that the association in the child’s mind 
shall be, if pos-ible, sufficiently striking to leave a 
comparatively clear conception of what it has been 
taught,
I i the prayers the author hks desired to triake use 
of the language of fhe Book of Common prayer, 
where lie possibly could; whefeiff he has failed, he 
has aimed sit some liuirihte imitation. Besides the 
appropriate use of flic hook, it is respectfully sug­
gested to parents Whether it might not he used as 
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children to 
some profit: especially on those Sabbaths when the 
children have been prevented by the weather, or any 
other cause from attending school.
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may 
he had at (he Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING, 
Columbus, at $2, 75 per dozon or 31J cents each.
»« tSc lBAt2SSI®SSW
HAVING OI’ENKD AN OFFICE IN
Horjcrs’ Txolii, iteitvlft.-^trcrf, Wed of XHaftr,
IS rHErAHED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER ALL DESCRIPTIONS OF
Book n ii il J o h
in n non Mylr, with ttccnmcy and expedition.
Jll ord'r, thankfully received.
Cotton W'l-nppiagTwine.
FOR sale by D. K. CADY.March, 6, 184L
I. M. K i SS Eh I,,
EXCHANGE BROKER,
Best Third Street,
Feb. 1841. ©lurfnnatf, ©Jite.
<>iold and Silver.
ANTED by
I. M. BISSELL. 
West 3'liird Street.
■lidinim Wevip.
WANTED by 1. M. BiSSELL. West Third Street.
dtirrency
^JSONSTANTLY purchased and for sale by,
J. M. BiSSELL. 
West Third Street.
Ptjperm Oil.
US F received a superior article of Bleached 
' W'inter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use.
For sate by
D. K. CADY.
Comer of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
A
itlolaases.
Few Barrels Sugar House Molasses.
For sate by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of W'alnut and Fifth Streets
Honey.
^UPERIOR Strained Honey,
J For sate by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
Wool.
WE are purchasing clean washed WOOL, and paying for it in eush, or dry goods boots andshoes, at wholesale, 
Cincinnati, Feb. 17
J. D. <$' C. JONES.
19 Pearl street.
Ilumored. Dreadful Accident.—Upwards of 100 
lives lost!!!—Rumors have been prevalent in this 
neighborhood, that oit/Wcdnesday last, a most 
serious calamity happened on Whittlesey Mere— 
the ice breaking: and, it is said, upwards of a 
hundred lives were lost. From inquires we have 
made, we have reason to fear this rumor is not 
without foundation, though reports still continue
Loss of a Steam Packet und many lives!—The 
London and Dublin Company’s steamer Thames 
on her voyage from Dublin to London, was 
wrecked on southwest rocks of the Sicily islands; 
and all on board, consisting of from sixty to 
seventy persons, drowned, with the exception
The Rev. Charles C. Townsend, is a Special 
Agent for this paper.
R. S. IL George, Esq., is Agent atPliiladelphia, 
Pa.
D. Brunner, Esq., is the Agent for the Observer 
at Baltimore, Md.
Mr. David K. Cady, corner of Walnut and Fifth 
Streets, and Mr. Stanhope J. Rowe, at the Mechan­
ics’ and Traders' Bank, West 3’liird Sheet, Cincin 
nati, will receive subscriptions to the Observer from 
those who may find it inconvenient to call at the 
Publication office.
a h sr g a sr ® q
MORRILL fc TRESER,
Sign, House and Ornamental Painters, and Glaziers 
ARTICULAR attention paid to repainting 
gentlemen’s residences with neatness and dis­
patch.
For sate, Mixed Paints, Glass, Putty, Varnish, 
Turpentine, Oil, dec.
Shop on West Fourth Street, betweein Main and 
Walnut,three doors east of St. Paul's Church.
Cincinnati, Feb. 10, 1841. 7.3m
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CONDUCTED BY MARGARET COXE,
Author of the “ Young Lodit.’ Crmpmiiim," “ Botany of the Scripturct’
CTENIZA NIDULANS, OR TRAKDOOR SPI­
DER OF JAMAICA.
(abridged FROM KIRBy’s BRIDGWATER TREATISE.) 
No animals are more familiar to our sight than 
spiders; we see them in every direction, busily 
employed in weaving their snares, or watching 
for the insects on whom they prey for food. On 
a pleasant morning in summer if we look out 
upon the grassy fields before sunrise, we may find 
them covered in numerous places with the webs 
of one species, which when glittering with dew 
look as if threaded with transparent beads, each 
one of which, reflects in its minute watery parti­
cles, the beautifully colored rays into which light 
is divisible. Sometimes the web descending 
from the trees iin gossamer strings, strike against 
our faces, Mrncn walking and excite unpleasant 
sensations. Amongst the small things that are 
wise upoa the earth, Solomon mentions the spi­
der: and the way he tells us in which she shows 
her wisdom, is by her power of taking hold of ob 
jccts;—‘she takes hold with her hands.’ And 
truly what she does with her handsand her spin 
ning organs is very wonderful. The web is pro­
duced by a double series of spines opposed to 
each other, and planted on a prominent ridge of 
the first joint of the hinder legs, on the side next 
the stomach. These spines are employed by the 
animal as a carding apparatus, the lowest series 
combing as it were the raveled web from the 
spinnaret, and the upper series by the insertion of 
its spines between those of the other, disenga­
ging the web from them. By this curious opera­
tion, which it is difficult to describe clearly, 
the adhesive part of the snare is formed, thus 
large flies are easily caught, and detained, which 
the animal no sooner discovers, than it comes 
out from its place of concealment and devours 
them.
The particular family of spiders to which I de­
sire to day to direct your attention is that of the, 
Ctcniza or Trap-door spiders, since their habits 
are not only very curious, but have been ascer­
tained in a very satisfactory manner. They are 
gifted with a peculiar talent for building; they 
construct entrances to their habitations, and 
adapt doors to them, which really want nothing 
but bolts, for they actually work upon hinges and 
arc fitted to a frame.
The interior of their dwellings is very remark­
able for the extreme neatness which reigns there; 
however moist the ground may be, in which they 
are built, the water never penetrates them; the 
walls are nicely covered with a tapestry of silk, 
having usually the lustre of satin and almost al­
ways of a dazzling whiteness. Five species of 
this genus are known at present. One is found in 
the island of Naaos in the Grecian Archipelago; 
another in Jamaica; a third in Montpelier in 
France, and a fourth in the island of Corsica; a 
fifth in different parts of New South Wales.
The habitations of one of the species, exam­
ined particularly by a French naturalist,were built 
of a kind of red clayish earth, in which they bore 
tubes about three inches in depth, and ten lines 
in width. The walls of these tubes are not left 
just as they are bored, but are covered with a 
kind of mortar, sufficiently solid to be easily se­
parated from the mass that surrounds it. If the 
tube is divided lengthwise,besides this roughcast, 
it appears to be covered with a coat of fine mor­
tar, which is as smooth, as if a trowel had been 
passed over it. This coat is very thin and soft 
to the touch; but before the careful workman 
lays it, she covers the coarser earthy plaster work 
with some coarse web, upon which she glues her 
silken hangings.
All tlfis shows, that she was directed in her 
work by a wise master, but the door with which 
she closes her apartment, is the most curious part 
of her labor. If her well were always left open, 
she might sometimes be subject to the entrance 
of guests, that might not always be welcome or 
safe. To judge of this door by its outward ap­
pearance only, we might think it coarsely work­
ed, but if it be cut through, we shall find it is 
formed of more than thirty alternate layers of 
earth and web, emboxed in each other, like a set 
of weights for small scales.
These layers of web, all terminate in the 
hinge. The frame in which the tube terminates 
above, and to which the door is fitted, is thick, 
and its layers seem to correspond with those of 
the door, so that the formation of the door, the 
hinge, and the frame, seems to have occurred al­
most at the same time; except that in making 
the first, the animal has to knead the earth, as 
well as to spin the layers of web. By this ad­
mirable arrangement, these parts always corres­
pond with each other, and thus the strength of 
the hinge and the thickness of the frame, will al­
ways be in proportion to the weight of the door.
The tube or nest from which the original of 
the above plate was taken*, was six inches long 
and three quarters of ail inch in diameter in the 
narrowest part, while near the mouth it measur­
ed more than an inch. The door was semicircu­
lar, sloping inwards, while the frame sloped out­
wards, so that the door exactly fitted to it. By 
this means when the door is closed, the tube is 
not distinguishable from the rest of the soil, and 
this seems to be the reason why the door Is form­
ed of earth. Besides, bv this structure, the ani­
mal can more readily open its door; though it is 
so formed that it wilfalways shut of itself. A 
gentleman once amused himself with feeding one 
of these insects; when its meal was finished, it 
would re-enter its dwelling and pull down the lid 
with one of its claws.
The whole history of this curious animal, is 
well worthy of attentive consideration, and car­
ries with it convincing proofs of the wisdom and 
goodness of the merciful God, who has shown 
himself so wonderfully considerate in providing . 
* Plate omitted.—Eds.
for its comforts and well being. Surely, ‘the ten­
der mercies of the Lord are over all his works.’ 
‘All of thy works praise thee, Oh Lord!’
ENGLISH PREJUDICES.
A lady came some years ago to my apartment, 
introduced by a friend, to consult me upon the 
state of her worldly prospects, and be advised of 
the likeliest method to amend them. She was a 
remarkably plain little woman, upon the verge, 
as I guessed of sixty: but with a goodnature, and 
simplicity in her countenance that rendered it 
not unpleasing. She wore a close, untrimmed 
bonnet, which, for any look of fashion or neatness 
that was upon it, might have been her grand­
mother’s; the rest of her dress was remarkably 
plain and common, and. something worn: her 
whole manner and appearance below that of 
polished life, though free from any thing that 
could rightly be called vulgarity. She had been 
engaged intuition it seemed, and in some moder­
ate and pious families had been considerably 
valued; but not being quite polished enough, or 
accomplished enough, or learned enough for this 
wonderful age, her plain trustworthiness had be­
come depreciated in the market and could with 
difficulty be disposed of at any price. In this 
dilemma she consulted me upon the advisability 
of going to Paris to improve herself. Of course 
she was unaware of my early prejudices. She 
must soon have perceived them when, with most 
anti-parisian plainness, I made mention of her 
years, of the little time that remained to make 
provision for the flesh, that her difficulties if in­
creasing with age, must also be shortening—that 
the little property she had,might be belter applied 
to the diminished necessities of her diminished 
years, than expended in speculations upon future 
gains. In short—for I have never concealed my 
prejudices—I told her I had seen many injured 
by going to Paris, but few improved by it—that 
she would deprive herself of religious comforts 
and advantages, so necessary to her age and state 
of mind; and I doubted if what she would gain 
would be any recommendation to serious families 
on her return.
She thanked me, and left me, and I thought no 
more of her till two years after, I was sitting in 
the same chair, in the same apartment—-how some 
people stand still and let the world go by them! 
—when a lady was shown in! It was even Doro­
thy; but what a change! Never shall I forget 
the sight of her. Flaxen curls, of which each 
one was as large as a penny roll, were ranged in 
I ripple rows on either side her face; a smart silk 
hat, of many colors, was so obliquely placed as to 
shadow one half only. Her wizen face had ac­
quired a coloring which I did not take to be the 
flush of youth. The rest was in keeping; brace­
lets, and chains, and ruffles, and flounces, had 
swelled out her person to ample proportions with 
its height. Whilst I sat in blank amaze, ‘I am 
come,’said Dorothy, with a fantastic and tripping 
tone, <to show you that I was not injured by go­
ing to Paris.’ I looked intently in her face—I 
am almost afraid, I laughed; but Dorothy, noth 
ing abashed by my vulgar gaze, went on to assure 
me nothing could be so false as had been my 
prejudices. There was a great deal more spirit­
uality among the religious people in France, than 
in England. She had enjoyed much greater privi 
leges in the society there, than ever she had here 
Never had she felt so much of the spirit’s in 
fluence as in that delightful Paris. Poor Doro­
thy! I did not ask after her acquirements, her 
old bonnet, or her modesty: I suppose they had 
gone with her prejudices.—Miss Fry.
AMUSEMENTS OF CHILDREN.
Two little boys often meet one another in the 
room adjoining mine. They arc about eight or 
nine years old. The name of the oldest is Charles; 
that of the other Eden.
Charles is the son of an industrious and moral 
tradesman. The instruction which he receives 
is imparted to him by his father and Sabbath 
School teacher. The father of Eden, formerly 
an estimable merchant and good citizen, is now a 
pest, avoided by all. Alas! intemperance has 
ruined his good name, and destroyed his noble fa 
cullies.
An intimacy has grown up betwpen the two 
boys, and they often meet through the week, and 
always in the Sabbath School.
I have observed that their amusements are 
mostly profitable.
One day, after growing tired of noisy play, 
they sat down on a bench, and Charles took up 
a picture book and began turning the leaves. As 
he turned them, he called on Eden to say which 
of the objects represented by the pictures he pre­
ferred. The properties and advantages of the 
house and the cow, the lamb and the pig, the ves­
sel and the wagon were discussed, as each of the 
boys contended for the greater usefulness of the 
object of bis choice. At length Charles turned a 
leaf which displayed a fine house and the Bible. 
Charles quickly, and with earnestness, remarked 
that he preferred the Bible.
‘Why so?’demanded Eden. ‘Why would you 
prefer a book to this fine bouse?’
‘I do not prize it simply as a book,’ replied 
Charles, ‘but I think the Bible of more value 
than all the houses in this town. My Sabbath 
School teacher gave me a beautiful present for 
reading it through the past year; and I learn from 
it that mansions arc prepared in heaven for all 
that love God:—That our Lord Jesus Christ de­
scended from heaven to die for sinners: That 
wicked men crucified him;—That in his deathhe 
finished an atonement for sin, andall that believe 
on bis name can be saved:—That he rose from 
the dead and ascended to his Father, in the New 
Jerusalem, the Holy City of our God. Now the 
house you see here would not accommodate but a 
few personss while the Bible offers the privileges 
of heaven and the mansions above to all people, 
for ‘God bath made of one blood all nations of 
men to dwell on the face of the earth.’ Fora
short time only, will this house be of use to us; 
for I read in my Bible that we must all die; but 
the mansions in heaven will continue forever. 
And the Bible informs us how we may prepare 
for death. When we go down to the silent grave 
if we possess ever so many fine houses they can 
be of no advantage to us whatever. But if we 
love the Bible, and fulfil its requirements, when 
our bodies die, our souls shall ascend to God and 
be forever happy. And throughout eternity the 
truths of this blessed Book will increase in in­
terest, as we learn more of the character and ways 
of its Divine Author.’
Eden came to the conclusion that the Bible is 
of great value; and that although young, he had 
no time to lose in becoming experimentally ac- 
qainted with the blessed truth of God’s holy word. 
— Youth’s Cabinet.




Thou couldst nor endure 
The tempest’s wild power 
Through night’s dreary hour,
Then pity the poor!
Remen her the poor!
'I'he father is lying 
In that hovel, dying
With sickness of heart.
No voice cheers his dwelling,
Of Jesus’ love telling,
Ere life shall depart.
Remember the poor!
The widow is sighing,
The orphans are crying,
Half starving for bread:
With eagerness speed ye 
To succor the needy,
Their helper is dead!
Remember the poor!
The baby is sleeping,
Its cheeks wet with weeping,
On its mother’s breast;
Whose cough deep and hollow 
Foretells she’ll soon follow
Her husband to rest!
Remember the poor!
To him who aid lendetlq 
Whatever lie spendeth,
The Lord will repay,
And sweet thought shall cheer him, 
And God’s love be near him,
In his dying day! T. McK.
Philadelphia, Dec. 7, 1640.
door, clinging close to her all the way, until 
they arrived at the threshold, where she paus­
ed and felt around, to ascertain who was near 
her. Perceiving the matron, of whom she is 
very fond, she grasped iter with one hand, 
holding on convulsively to her mother with 
the other, and thus she stood for a moment, 
—then she dropped her mother’s hand,—put 
her hankerchief to her eyes, and turning round 
clung sobbing to the matron, while her moth­
er departed with emotions as deep as those of 
her child.
CAUTION TO PARENTS.
The London Medical Gazette calls atten­
tion to a very interesting report made to the 
House of Commons at the instance of Sir 
Robert Inglis. It is entitled ‘Returns from 
the coroners of England and Wales, of all in­
quisitions heldbythem during 1837 and 1838, 
in cases where death was found by verdict of 
jury, to have been caused by poison. The 
total number of deaths by poison in these two 
vears, was 543: of which 201 were females, 
and 282 males. But the most startling fact 
in these returns, is the very great number of 
deaths of children, resulting from over doses 
of opium or in preparations, and from doses 
thereof given in mistake for other medicines. 
Deaths from these causes amounted to a 
seventh of the entire number of all deaths 
from poison. The report gives 72 deaths of 
children from poison by narcotics.
This fact should cause mothers to take the 
alarm. Narcotic and anodyne drugs cannot 
be administered with too much caution to chil­
dren; and they should never be given without 
the advice of a physician. The sensitive and 
nervous system of an infant should never be 
acted upon by these powerful drugs unless 
in extreme cases. Of these, no mother 
should ever presume to judge. Two drops 
of laudanum, says the London Medical Gaz­
ette, have been known to kill an infant, and a 
case is mentioned where a single drop stole 
away the life of a new-born babe. Even the 
most experienced medical men, says the same 
authority, never administerremedies of this 
class to the very young, without exercising 
the utmost caution, and making the most 
accurate calculations.
In the above named report, the coroner of 
Nottingham states ‘that Godfrey’s Cordial is 
given to children to a great extent, and that he 
has no doubt whatever that many infants were 
yearly detroyed in that borough, but who dy­
ing1 off gradually, never came under his notice 
officially.’
THE BLIND GIRL AND THE MOTHER.
The following incident is from the recent 
report by Dr. Ilowe, Principal of the Perkins’ 
Institution for the Blind at Boston, concern­
ing Laura Bridgeman, the dcctf, dumb and 
blind girl, whose only means of communica­
tion with objects around her is by the touch.
During the last year, and six months after 
she had left her home, her mother came to 
visit her and the scene of their meeting was 
an interesting one.
The mother stood some time, gazing with 
overflowing eyes upon her unfortunate child, 
who, all tmconcio.us of her presence, was 
playing about the room. Presently Laura 
ran against her, and at once began feeling of 
her hands, examining her dress, and trying to 
find out if sire knew her; but not succeeding 
here, she turned away, as from a stranger, 
and the poor woman could not conceal the 
pain she felt that her beloved child did not 
know her.
She then gave Laura a string of beads which 
she used to wear at home, which were recog­
nized by the child at once, who, with much 
joy, put them around her neck, and sought me 
eagerly, to say she understood the string was 
from her home.
The mother now tried to caress her; but 
poor Laura repelled her, preferring to be with 
her acquaintances.
Another article from home was now given 
her, and she began to look much interested: 
she examined the stranger much closer, and 
gave me to understand that she knew she 
came from Hanover: she even endured her 
caresses, but would leave her with indiffer­
ence at the slightest signal. The distress of 
the mother was now painful to behold; for 
although she had feared that she should not 
be recognized, the painful reality of being 
treated with cold indifference by a darling 
child, was too much for woman’s nature to 
bear.
After a while, on the mother taking hold of 
her again, a vague idea seemed to flit across 
L'aura’s mind, that this could not be a stran­
ger; she therefore felt of her hands very eager­
ly, while her countenance assumed an ex­
pression of intense interest—she became very 
pale, and then suddenly red—hope seemed 
struggling with doubt and anxiety, and never 
were contending emotions more strongly pain­
ted upon the human face. At this moment 
of painful uncertainty, the mother drew her 
close to her side, and kissed her fondly, when 
at once the truth flashed upon the child, and 
all mistrust and anxiety disappeared from her 
flushed face, as, with an expression of ex­
ceeding joy, she eagerly nestled in the bosom 
of her parent, and yielded herself to her fond 
embraces.
After this, the beads were all unheeded; 
the playthings which were offered to her were 
utterly disregarded; her playmates, for whom, 
but a inomcntbeforc, she gladly left the stran­
ger, now vainly strove to pull her from her 
mother, and though she yielded her usual in- 
stantaeous obedience to my signal to followme, 
it was evidently with painful reluctance. She 
clung close to me, as if bewildered and fear­
ful; and when, after a moment, I took her to 
her mother, she sprang to her arms, and 
clung to her with eager joy.
I had watched the whole scene with in­
tense interest, being desirous of learning from 
it all I could of the workings of her mind; 
hut I now left them to indulge, unobserved, 
those delicious feelings, which those who have 
known a mother’s love may conceive, hut 
which cannot be expressed.
'I’hc subsequent parting between Laura and 
her mother showed alike the affection, ihe 
intelligence, and the resolution of the child, 
and was thus noticed at the time.
Laura accompanied her mother to the J
Hoarding and Day School for- Young I.atlicsf.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati.
r IVHE course of instruction pursued in this esla- 
I blishment includes all the most important and 
useful branches of female education, comprising the 
following studies: The English and French lan­
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi­
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos­
ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles-
Lettres, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape 
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well 
as to the inoral and intellectual improvement ot the 
Pupils.
Terms and further particulars may be known on 
personal application or by letter.
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share of experience, and sound and varied learning. 
Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, may 
have every confidence that they will he faithfully 
taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged 
from study. H. V. D. Johns,
Rector of St. Paul’s Ch., Cincinnati
Sept. 10, 1840.
Oxford Theology,
OR Tracts for the Times, by members of the Uni­versity of Oxford, in 3 vols. 8vo. Price $5 00Isaac N. Whiting, Columbus, has just received 
the complete series so far as published in this coun­
try, of the above celebrated works. Also, Scripture 
Views of Holy Baptism, as established by the con­
sent of the ancient church, and contrasted with the 
systems of modern schools; by the Rev. E. B. Pu. 1 
sey, D. D., Oxford, 1 vol. 8 vo., price $1,25.
A Letter to the Bt. Rev. the Bishop of Oxford 1 
on the tendency to Romanism, imputed to doctrine* ! 
held of old as now, in the English church ; by the I 
Rev. E. B. Pursey, D. D., 1 vol. 8 vo. price 62 ct«. j 
A Call to Union, on the principles of the Engli»|, j 
Reformation; by Walter Farquhar Hook, D. I), f 
Chaplain inordinary, to the Queen ; price50 cent/ 
January 15, 1841.
Church mid Parlor Organs.
GEORGE JARDINE, Organ Builder, Anthonv street, corner of Broadway, New York, man'll faetures at reasonable charges, all kinds and sizes o 
Church and Parlor Organs. Also, Church Organs 
with Barrel and the regular Finger-key'd Movements 
combined, of inestimable utility in country churches 
where Organists cannot always be procured. These 
instruments are in very general use in the country 
churches throughout England.
For superiority of construction and tone, he refers 
to thefollowing testimonials:
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the 
best Organ, 1838.
The Gold Medal of the American Institute for the 
best Organ, 1839.
The Silver Medal of the Mechanics’ Institute for 
the best Organ, 1839.
New York.
PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE
General Protestant Itpiscoyal Sunday School 
Union.
Depository, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
Union Primer per hundred, $4 00
Prot Enis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred, I 75
do do do 2, do 2 00
do do do 3, do 2 75
do do do 4, do 5 50
Questions on the S S Books, do 6 50
First Truths, do 3 00
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,) 1 75
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short 
questions and answers.) do 3 00
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Bisli 
Hobart,) stiff covers, do 12 50
l*fiuo Rubricated Common Prayer Book.
NEWLY corrected and very carefully compared with the Standard Books of the Church, by a Presbyter, appointed by the Rt. Rev. Bishop Onder- 
donk—and the most minute errors have been correct­
ed. 'Phis edition is printed on very fine paper, and 
embellished with six appropriate and highly finished 
steel engravings, by the first artist: and bound in 
various styles of Turkey morocco, plain and extra 
gilt very appropriate for a holiday gift, as there is a 
rich presentation plate in front of the book. The 
publisher trusts that the pains he has taken to ren­
der this edition of the Prayer Book so perfect and 





Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do 
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi 
lie, do
Church Catechism, do
Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
Duty to God, do
Church Primer, do
Sunday-school office of devotion,-do 
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
Harmony of the Creeds, do
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 
Collects from the Prayer Book, do 
Questions on the Collects, do 
Catechism on the Collects, do 
















RECEIVED and for sale by J. Whetham 4* Son.144 Chesnut street. Patrick’s Heart’s Ease. 12mo.—the Young Ladies Companian, by Miss Coxe 
—the Young Ladies Friend, new edition, 12mo.— 
Life of Wickliffe, by Miss Coxe. 18mo.—The Flow­
er Garden, by Charlotte Elizabeth, 12mo.—Floral 
Biography, by do—The Rose of Sharon, with plntei 
—The /Amaranth, do—Friendship’s Offering—The 
Young Mother’s Delight, with Kirk’s Duties ot 
Mothers 18mo—Living for Immortality. I8mo.
Also fresh supplies of Todd’s Lectures to Children
—Do. Truth made Simple—Do. Student’s Manual 
—Do Sabbath School Teacher—Geograpy of the 
Heavens, with Atlas—James’ Anxious Inquirer- 
Do. Christian Professor—Clark on the Promises— 
Wayland’s Moral Science, 12mo.—Taylor’s An­




Arrangements having been made to publish the 
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal 
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the 
close of the present volume in December next, the 
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name 
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed 
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to 
the West, and so convenient for the early reception 
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, 
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the 
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure 
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained 
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec­
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The 
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the 
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi­
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published 
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put 
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of 
the Gospel which it has always held and defende 
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an 
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy 
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Il is the design of the editors to establish such cor 
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure 
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar 
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a 
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the 
establishment and progress of the Church through 
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colton, 
Wm. Jackson,
John T. Brooke, 
Henry V. D. Johns
In addition to Ihe above arrangement for Ihe responsible ed itorship of the OB 
.SERVER, a department of it has been assigned Io the pen of the author of tbe 
“Young Ladies’Companion,” ihe “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. The columns un­
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from otbe 
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,—while reference 
will be had to interesting and recreating them by the recital-of facts drawn froi 
some of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosoplr 
If is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial 
illustrations of such subjects an may be supposed particularly interesting. A por­
tion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter 
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 00
Bible Companion, 2 vols., do 60 00
Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
do do 2, do 12 50
do do 3, do 12 50
do The Acts, 1, do 12 50
do do 2, do 12 50
do do 3, do 8 00
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices 
is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union. 
LIBRARY BOOKS.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library 
63 vols. 18ino.—nett price 20 cents each.
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price 
15 cents each.
Address all orders Jor Books, and. all remittance, to 
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
Union Depository, 28 Annst.
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore 
of ISAAC N. WHITING,
Columbus.
mcllvaine on justification.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish­er, Columbus, has just published Justification by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Rev. 
Charles P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Trot. 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 1 vol.Price, hand­
somely bound, 374cts. The work may be had of Myers 
& Miller Gambier: S. Wells, Newark; A. P. 
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas & Co. Cincinnati; 
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores ofH. Hook 
er, J. 'Whetham, George W. Donohue, and R. S. 
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s ; 
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; New 
York, Swords, Stanford <fe Co., D. Appleton &. 
Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depos­
itory of the General Protestant Episcopal Sunday 
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and B.
W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s and 
Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker &. Brew­
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Kay 
& Co.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
Jt TILEY & PUTNAM, English and American W Publishers, 161 Broadway, New York, 
and 35 Paternoster Row, London, have just publish­
ed,
I. The Doctrine of the Will, determined by an 
Appeal to Consciousness. By Henry P. Tappan; 
in 1 vol 12mo.
II. A Tribute to the Memory of Fitzhugh Smith, 
son of Gerrit Smith. By the author of “Thought) 
on anew Order of Missionaries,” etc., in I. yol 
12mo.
III. Woman’s Mission, with an Introductory 
Letter, by the right rev. G. W. Doane, D. D., in 
I vol. 12mo.
Lately published.
IV. Nordheimer’s Hebrew Grammar, vol. I. roy­
al 8vo vol ii. is in press, and nearly ready.
V. Nordheimer’s Hebrew Chrestornathy, roji 
8vo.
VI. History of the Christian Church, from the 
Ascension of Jesus Christ to the Conversion oi 
Constantine. By the Rev. Edward Burton, I). 1). 
First American edition; with a memoir of the author, 
occasional notes, and questions adapting it to the 
use of schools and colleges; by the right rev. G. W. 
Doane, D. D., in I vol. 12mo.
Recent Publications.
CHRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition of the Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chai ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With 
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Siliman Ives, D.l). 
Bishop of the Diocese of North Carolina. By G, 
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
For sale by HENRY PERKINS,
234 Chesnut street.
Philadelphia.
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1849
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars 
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub­
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, 
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob­
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces­
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the 
paper, from so great an accession of strengthto its 
editorial labors. Ils publication at Cincinnati and 
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with 
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its 
pages will afford a ready opportunity for ihe publi 
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev­
erally desire to show to the public. Witli an earn­
est hope that the paper will be as well sustained by 
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor­
ous editorship, 1 feel the greatest cheerfulness in 
recommending it to the patronage of the communi­
ty-
Chas. I’. McIi.vaine, 
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.
St. Louis, Nor. lQlh, 1840.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Kemper,
Missionary Bishop for Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa, 
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
I cordially concur in the above.
Same. A. McCoskky,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan.
Lexington, Ky. Dec. IQ th, 1840.
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to 
a more central point for the whole west, with the 
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name 
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets 
with iny cordial approbation; and I shall be ready, 
at all times, to lend a helping band, in every way in 
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky. 
TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is­
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa­
per fine of quality and witli new and handsome type, 
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms: 
$2,50 in ad vance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
St. J nines’ Hull.
NEAR BRISTOL, BUCKS COUNTY, PA.
Rev. A. F. Dobb, A. M., Principal.
The public are respectfully informed that the du­
ties of tins Institution will be resumed as usual, on 
Monday, the second day of November.
Parents and Guardians desirous of a comfortable 
home for their sons or wards; with every facility for 
an accomplished Christian Education, are respect 
fully invited to visit the Hall at an early opportunity.
Terms—$190 per session of live months, in ad­
vance. The most respectable references will be 
given on application.
Cliri.tinu Riogrnpl*y. The Ufe of Wycliffe.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish­er, Columbus, lias just published the Life of John Wycliffe, D. D. the father of the English Re­
formation, by Margaret Coxe, author ol ‘The Young 
Lady’s Companion,’ ‘Botany of the Scriptures,’ 
‘Wonders of the Deep,’ &c. Ac., 1 vol. 18 mo., 275 
pages, neatly bound in muslin ; price 62 cents.
In tlie present age of Christianity, it is to be.l’eared 
that the youthful porticii of our Protestant commu­
nity, may become unmindful of the great advantages 
which they enjoy, and consequently form but inade­
quate conceptions of the trials and contlicts of those 
who were the honored instruments in the bands of 
God, in bringing about the great Reformation in 
England, and of delivering t heir church from the 
cruel bonds of Popery. For these and other obvious 
reasons, it lias been thought advisable by many dis­
tinguished Divines, and others, to commence, for 
the benefit of families, Sunday schools, and youth­
ful readers generally, a series of Biographical sketch­
es of the most conspicuous actors in that great con- 
test, which was for a long period carried on openly be­
tween the disciples of a corrupted, and a purer form 
of Christianity. And John Wycliffe being generally 
regarded as as the father of tlie English Reformation 
there is a manifest propriety in commencing this 
series of christan biographical works, witli his life. 
'Plie work lias been prepared with great labor and 
care, and should suitable encouragement be given, 
in the sale of this volumn, it will be followed by 
ollicrs. Each volume will be complete within itself, 
so as to enable purchasers to possess any one of the 
works or the entire series.
January 15 1341.
ISishop ITI’J I mine's new work : Oxfortl Divinity*
XFOR1) DIVINITY compared with that of 
the Romish and Anglican churches, with a 
special view to tlie illustration of tlie doctrine of 
justification by faith, as it was made of primary im­
portance by tlie reformers ; and as it lies at the 
foundation of ail scriptural views of tlie gospel of 
our Lord Jesus Christ ; by the Rt. Rev. Charles 
P. M'llvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegant 8vo. volume.
Theology for the People, in a series of discourses 
on tiie catechism of the Protestant Episcopal church ; 
by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo., price 
$2,59.
’I’he Primitive Doctrine of Election, or an histori­
cal inquiry into tlie ideality and causation of scrip­
tural Election, as received and maintained in tlie 
primitive church of Christ; by George Stanley Fa­
ber, B. D., Prebendary of Salisbury, J vol. 8vo. 
price $1,75.
An Historical Presentation of Augustinism and 
l’relagianism from tfie original sources ; by G. F. 
Wiggers, D. I)., professor of theology in ihe Uni­
versity of Rostock, and translated from the German 
witli notes and additions, by the Rev. Ralph Emer­
son, professor of ecclesiastical history in the theo­
logical seminary at Andover, Mass., 1 vol. 8vo. 
price $1,75.
For sale by J SAAC N. WHITING.
January 1841.
Si. Jlnry’s Mall.
GREN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW JERSEY, 
THE BISHOP OF NK1V JERSEY, PATRON.
r 9 MIE winter term of this institution will com 
JL rnence on the first day of November. Th« 
charges per term of five weeks, for hoarding, lodg­
ing, fuel, use of bed and bedding, and towels, 
English branches, Ancient Languages, and F»»l- 
inody, $106.
Washing is charged at fifty cents per doiel,
Music witli use of piano $15. French $7 50 
Drawing $8 per quarter.
At the suggestions of several friends of the inati 
tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres 
sion of the country the following proposition* are 
made—I. A deduction of ten per cent will be made 
on all bills of the second year, of fifteen per cent the 
third year, of twenty per cent on tlie subsequen, 
years.
2. To those who send pupils for three or more 
years leaving tlie time of their attendance Io tlie sev­
eral ornamental branches to the discretion of tlie 
Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including 
washing amounting as tlie several items do to about 
$189,) will be $159.
3. When three or more daughters of one family 
are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty per 
cent will be made on all their hills.
4. When more than five and less than ten pu 
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif­
teen per cent on all charges will be made, and when 
the number is more than ten, a deduction of twenty 
per cent. One hundred dollars must be paid at the 
beginning of every term; and all money for the us* 
of the pupils must be left with the Principal. No bill* 
to be contracted by or for the pupils. When the 
term bills are not paid within ten days after the clone 
of any term, a draft w.ll be drawn and the expense* 
charged. Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain, 




'MIE Pictoral edition of the Book of Ctunmo* 
Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en­
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
Henry Stoking, M. A.
Tlie Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayer* 
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent Britiih 
and Foreign Divines, and eiribelished with seventy 
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustration*.
The London Aiinunls for 1841, viz. The Prote*
tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Ale Not_
The Drawing Room Scrap Book — Finden’s Tableaux 
—The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c,
London Bibles, all sizes.
Just ieceived,and for sale bv
R. S. H. GEORGE. 
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut,
Philadelphia.
<ljc
IS PRINTED AT THE WESTERN CHURCH PR* S3, 
Rogers' Roto, West Fourth-Street, Cincinnati,
BV IlIUtlAS R. RAVHONO,
NCIENT CHRISTIANITY,and the doctrines 
of the Oxford Tracts ; by Isaac Taylor, 1 vol.
price $1,50.
Just received, and for sale at the bookstore of 
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, Jan. 15, 1841.
’Perms.—Two dollars and fifty cents, in advance 
or three dollars at the end of six months.
All letters relating to subscriptions, or other busi­
ness matters connected with the press, to be ad­
dressed to the Publisher. Communications for the 
paper should be directed to the “Editors of the West­
ern Episcopal Observer.” Postage to be pre paid in 
all cases.
Advf.rise.ments, not inconsistent with the general 
character of the paper, inserted on the usual terms.
